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Resumen

En esta tesis, se ha utilizado cristales fotónicos con nano–estructuras cuánticas

para conseguir fabricar dispositivos mejorados para experimentos de electrodiná-

mica cuántica en cavidades. Hemos desarrollado varios procesos de fabricación

para obtener microcavidades de cristal fotónico en el estado del arte. Varias

aplicaciones han sido demostradas durante el curso de esta tesis. Algunas de

ellas son presentadas en este manuscrito. En primer lugar, un laser quasi–sin–

umbral a temperatura ambiente ha sido demostrado en un sistema que consiste

en una cavidad de cristal fotónico con una única capa de puntos cuánticos de

InAsSb/GaAs de alta densidad. En segundo lugar, se presenta una metodoloǵıa

para estudiar el acoplamiento fuerte entre nanostructuras cuánticas y modos de

cavidad con alto factor de calidad y bajo volumen modal mediante diferencias

finitas en el dominio temporal.

En tercer lugar, se proponen tres aproximaciones para la obtención de un sis-

tema de punto cuántico acoplado de forma determinista con un modo de cavidad

de cristal fotónico. Los resultados están basados en el desarrollo de una estrate-

gia, bien de la fabricación de cavidades de cristal fotónico en posiciones espećıficas

emitiendo en determinadas longitudes de onda, bien especificando el lugar donde

se tienen que nuclear los puntos cuánticos. Para fabricar las cavidades de cristal

fotónico en posiciones espećıficas hemos desarrollado un procedimiento de fabri-

cación que hace uso de marcas metálicas de alineamiento, y hemos demostrado

precisiones en el posicionamiento mejores que 50 nm. Se han conseguido cavidades

fabricadas en una lámina incompleta y luego re–crecidas mediante la técnica de

crecimiento por haces moleculares y se ha demostrado su potencial para incorpo-

rar uno o varios puntos cuánticos posicionados. Finalmente, hemos demostrado

una mejora en la eficiencia cuántica de células solares mediante el uso de cristales

fotónicos.
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Abstract

In this thesis, photonic crystals with embedded quantum nanostructures were

used to achieve enhanced devices for cavity quantum electrodynamics experi-

ments. We have developed several fabrication procedures to obtain state–of–the–

art photonic crystal microcavities. Several applications have been demonstrated

along the course of this thesis. Some of them are presented in this manuscript.

First, near–thresholdless laser operating at room temperature was demonstrated

in a system consisting of a L9–photonic crystal microcavity with embedded sin-

gle layer of high density of InAsSb/GaAs quantum dots. Second, a methodology

was presented to study the strong coupling between quantum nanostructures and

cavity modes with high quality factor and low volume by means of finite differ-

ence time domain. Third, three different approaches have been proposed towards

the deterministic coupling of a single quantum dot with a photonic crystal mi-

crocavity mode. Results are based on the development of a strategy either to

fabricate PCMS in spectral and spatial specific positions or to specify those posi-

tions where the QDs have to be nucleated. To fabricate PCMs in specific positions

we have developed a fabrication procedure of photonic crystal microcavities with

metallic marks, achieving an accuraccy in the spatial positioning better than 50

nm. Molecular beam epitaxial re–growth of pre–patterned photonic crystal mi-

crocavities in a incomplete GaAs slab have been designed, fabricated and tested

to demonstrate their capability to integrate one or several isolated QDs. Finally,

an enhanced external quantum efficiency in solar cells was demonstrated through

the use of a photonic crystal.
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Chapter
1

Introduction

The framework of the present work is the Nanotechnology and Nanophotonics.

In this introductory chapter it is presented the concepts of photonic band gap

materials, photonic crystals, photonic crystal cavities, as well as an introduction

to quantum nanostructures and the fundamentals of the light–matter interaction

when those systems are combined.

1.1 Nanophotonics

When Richard Feynman delivered the lecture ”There’s Plenty of Room at the

bottom”,[1] the concepts of nanoscience and nanotechnology were stablished.

Nanotechnology aims to handle the matter at the nanoscale, where the inter-

actions among single atoms and molecules are involved. Different fields of science

come from nanotechnology, such as nanophotonics, nanoelectronics, nanomechan-

ics, nanoionics and others, depending on the physical porperty we are looking at.

To have an idea about how small the nano–issues are, me and a former colleague

prepared, cleaned and metalized a human hair and characterized it by scanning

electron microscopy (SEM). What we see in Figure 1.1a is the resulting metalized

human hair. Figure 1.1b shows a nano–device on a semiconductor GaAs wafer

with embedded quantum light nanostructures. The nano–device consists of an ar-

ray of holes with one missing in the center. This is a photonic crystal nano–cavity

and when designed properly, might serve, for instance, as a very small laser. The

comparison between both pictures provide an idea about the size of those devices,

on the order of 10 to 100 times smaller than the diameter of a human hair. In

21
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Figure 1.1: What is the size of a nano–device? To realize how small are
the nano–photonic devices we compare them with a more conventional object.
(left) A scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of a cleaned human hair is
presented. (right) A SEM image of a fabricated photonic crystal cavity is shown.
Inset in (left) is shown for comparison purpose.

particular, nano–photonics is an exciting field which deals with the interaction of

light with matter at the nanometer size scale. During the past decade, the field

of nanophotonics has witnessed an exponential growth, mainly driven by the in-

crease demand for on–chip optical signal processing. Nevertheless nanophotonics

does not claim to supply the best solution for every problem. Instead, it provides

exciting opportunities to both understand fundamental mechanisms of quantum

electrodynamics occurring in the nanoworld and stablish new technologies for

the development of novel devices, more efficient and with a lower consumption.

In the context of nanophotonic devices (active light sources or detectors or pas-

sive devices), it is particularly interesting introduction of photonic crystals and

quantum nanostructures. The major work in the current thesis stem from the

combination of those large two fields. A brief introduction to those concepts is

introduced in the following sections.

1.2 Photonic crystals

Since the early proposal of the concept of photonic crystal,[2, 3] an exponential

growth was experienced, thus demonstrating the potential of those devices in
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many applications within the framework of the nanophotonics. Photonic crys-

tals are ordered structures in which two (or more, in general) media with dif-

ferent refractive indices are arranged in a periodic form. Photonic crystals can

be classified according to the dimensionality of the material distribution. We

refer to one–dimensional photonic crystals (or Bragg mirror) when the material

distribution is assembled in layers of different materials with a certain thickness.

In two–dimensional photonic crystals, the material arrangement is in the same

plane, thus having a periodic distribution of materials in an infinite depth. Three-

dimensional photonic crystals involve an assembly of two materials in the three

dimensions.

1.2.1 Photonic bandstructure and bandgap

The symmetry exhibited by the refractive index distribution in photonic crystals

is analogous to the ordered atomic arrangement in solid state crystals. In the same

way as the periodicity of solid state crystals determines the bandstructure and

the conduction properties of the electrons, the periodical structuring of photonic

crystals at wavelength scales has turned out to be main viable approach towards

the control of the energies and of the fluxes of light ocurring in those materials;

we thus refer to photonic bandstructure, see an example in Figure 1.2.

Therefore, light with a certain energy and wavevector must be compatible

with the states given by the photonic bandstructure of the system is passing

through. In particular, there might be a range of energies and wavevectors for

which light cannot propagate. When this inhibition is extended to all wavevectors

for a certain range of energies, we refere to a photonic bandgap. In addition, if the

photonic bandgap is manifested for any polarization state, we refer to a complete

photonic bandgap. Those systems presenting inhibition on the propagation of

light within a certain range of frequencies are called photonic bandgap materials.

It has been here referred to photonic crystals and photonic bandgap materials. It

is worth noting that photonic crystals only refer to a spatial periodic arrangement

of different materials. The photonic bandgap materials are a particular case of

photonic crystals in which a photonic bandgap is present. For simplicity and in

agreement with the scientific community, we will refer along the manuscript to

photonic crystals in any case.
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Figure 1.2: Photonic crystal bandstructure. Bandstructure of a 2D photonic
crystal slab with parameters a = 250 nm, r = 0.30a and d = 140 nm for a GaAs
slab.

1.3 Photonic crystal cavities

In complete analogy with the donor or acceptor defects that might be present

within the electronic bandgap in solid state crystals, we can also induce defects

within the photonic crystal lattice. This way we can introduce a allowed states

within the bandgap for a certain structure. Light coupled to a defect state cannot

propagate through the crystal lattice due to the presence of the photonic bandgap,

and might be spatially confined in the region where the point defect is created.

We will refer to those systems as photonic crystal cavities, and the set of available

states to photons within the bandgap constitutes the mode structure of the cavity.

That fact leads to the concept of photonic crystal cavities, where light is spatially

confined in the photonic crystal defect. If we construct a linear defect (for instance

by removing one of the materials in a row), we might provide a channel for light

to be guided from one position in the wafer to another one; we call those systems

photonic crystal waveguides. In the last decade there has been a growing number

or research activities in creating point and extended defects in photonic crystals to

produce microcavities and to introduce waveguiding structures, in order to build

photonic crystal-based optical circuitry. Under such conditions, if light with this
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Figure 1.3: Defects in a photonic crystal. Bandstructure of a 2D photonic
crystal slab with parameters a = 250 nm, r = 0.30a and d = 140 nm for a GaAs
slab. The creation of a defect introduces defect states within the bandgap. In
this structure a and r refer to the lattice constant and the radius, and n1 and n2

to the refractive index of the cylinder and the host material, respectively.
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range of energies is coming from outside, it is reflected, and if light is generated

within the structure, it cannot propagate along the crystal. In the work presented

in this document, the photonic crystal structures are constituted by an array of

air cylinders with hexagonal symmetry, within a semiconductor material (either

GaAs, InP or InGaP).

1.4 From bulk materials to quantum nanostruc-

tures

For systems with a layer thickness similar or smaller than the de Broglie wave-

length of thermalized electrons the energy–momentum relation for a bulk–material

is no longer valid. In a free–space the interaction potential of the electrons with

the medium is either null or constant. In the case of photons, no spatial variation

of n occurs and therefore:

k =
2π

λ

E =
hc

λ

ω = ck

(1.1)

It is worth noting that, in the case of electrons,

E =
~2k2

2m

ω =
~k2

2m

(1.2)

where k is the wavevector (associated either to the electron or photon), λ(ω) is the

wavelength (angular frequency) of the photon and m is the mass of the electron.

It is clearly seen that even though analogous descriptions can be used for photons

and electrons, E(k) is linearly dependent for photons and presents a quadratic

dependence for electrons. As one may infer, for free–space propagation, all values

of frequency and energies for photons and electrons are permitted. We refer to

those permitted states as the band structure, which explains the characteristics

of the dependence of the frequency or energy on the wavevector k.
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1.4.1 Quantum–wells, –wires, –rings, –dots

In a similar way light can be prohibited to travel through a medium in either zero–,

one–, two–dimensions (as explained in the previous sections), the alteration of the

bandstructure for electrons can confine them in zero–, one– or two–dimensions,

giving raise to the so–called quantum dots (QDs), quantum wires (QWrs) or

quantum wells (QWs), respectively. The density of states for electrons D(E)

is given by the number of energy states between the energies E and E + dE.

Depending on the dimensionality of the medium, the D(E) provides a set of

available states that electrons may occupy.

1D electron confinement: quantum well

A quantum well is a structure in which a thin layer of a smaller bandgap semi-

conductor is sandwiched between the two layers of a wider bandgap semiconduc-

tor. The confinement of electrons and holes in those systems is one–dimensional.

When the smaller bandgap semiconductor is along one line, we refer to a quan-

tum wire. The structure is one–dimensional, and the confinement of electrons

and holes is two–dimensional.

2D electron confinement: quantum wire (QWr)

Quantum wires (QWr) are one–dimensional structures acts as a potential that

confines electron and holes in 2D.

3D electron confinement: quantum dot (QD) and quantum ring (QR)

In a quantum dot (QD) the electrons are confined in all three directions. In this

case, the allowed energies are discrete so that D(E) is represented by a sequence

of delta functions at the allowed energies. Although QDs are composed of tens

of thousands of single atoms, they present a discrete bandstructure that leads to

call them artificial atoms. Particularly interesting are the quantum rings (QRs),

which ideally are like QDs with a hole in the middle. Due to its particular shape,

QRs are very interesting for their study under magnetic field.[4]

Both electronic and optical properties of semiconductors reflect manifestations

of the quantum confinement that have been found to have technological appli-

cations. In the next section we describe some of their application, specifically

applied to light sources.
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1.5 Light–matter interaction: QD-cavity cou-

pling

Let us we assume a QD as a two level system (E1 and E2) located in cavity

sustaining a set of cavity modes that provides a set of available states for photons.

If the energy of the photon associated to a mode coincides approximately with

E2−E1, we say those photons match the QD energy–level difference. This kind of

interactions are studied by the field of cavity quantum electrodynamics (c-QED).

We summarize below the results of this analysis.

1.5.1 Light–matter interaction mechanisms

The interaction between the nanostructure and the cavity mode can result only

in three different procedures, i. e., spontaneous emission, stimulated emission

and absorption.

Spontaneous emission

One photon is spontaneously emitted by a QD when an electron in the upper state

(2) decay spontaneously to the lower state (1). This photon energy is transferred

to the cavity mode. That mechanism is the fundamental of the spontaneous

emission and the transition occurrence has nothing to do with the amount of

photons that are already in the mode.

Absorption

If a photon of the cavity transfer its energy to the QD, an electron that is in the

lower state can eventually absorb such energy and promote to the upper state.

This action is called absorption and can be induced by the photon of the mode

and, thus, only occurs when the mode has at least one photon.

Stimulated emission

If the QD host an electron in the upper state and the cavity mode has one photon,

the QD can be stimulated to emit another photon into the same mode. The mech-

anism occurring is the stimulated emission and it is absolutely the inverse to the
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absorption. The emitted photon conincides in propagation direction, polarization

and phase with the one it was estimulated through.

1.5.2 Weak– and strong–coupling regimes

For the explanation of the weak– and strong–coupling, we will set up the starting

system. Let us consider a single QD embedded in a microcavity and assume that

the excitonic transition is on–resonance with the fundamental cavity mode. We

prescribe |e〉 and |g〉 as two different states of the QD in which the electron is

in the upper energy level or in the lower level, respectively. This system can be

described by the Jaynes–Cummings Hamiltonian:

H = HX +HC +Hint (1.3)

where HX and HC are the excitonic Hamiltonian and the cavity–mode Hamil-

tonian; Hint accounts for the interaction between the excitonic transition and

the cavity mode, and is referred as exciton–mode Hamiltonian. Those terms are

expressed as:

HX = ~ωσz

HC = ~ω
(
a†a+

1

2

)
Hint = i~

(
g (~rX) a†σ− − g∗ (~rX)σ+a

) (1.4)

In that formulation, ω is the excitonic transition frequency (which also corre-

sponds to that of the cavity mode), σz = 1
2

(|e〉〈e| − |g〉〈g|) is the population

operator. The coupling factor g (~r) is expressed as:

g (~r) = g0ψ (~r) cos(ξ) (1.5)

where:

g0 =
µ

~

√
~ω

2εMVeff

ψ (~r) =
E (~r)

|E (~rM) |

cos(ξ) =
~µ · ê
µ

(1.6)
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Here, g0 is the Rabi frequency, ψ (~r) is a factor that accounts only for the position

dependency and cos(ξ) only considers the relative orientation between the emitter

and the polarization of the cavity mode. In addition, ~µ is the dipole moment

which corresponds to the emission of the QD, εM is the permitivity at the position

~rM where the electric field | ~E| is maximum, ê is the unitary vector along the

orientation of the cavity mode and Veff corresponds to the cavity mode volume.

Under the conditions of a dipole aprroximation, Hint can be expressed as:

Hint = −~µ · ~E (1.7)

The system we are considering presents two kind of losses; on one hand, losses

due to the cavity performance and, on the other hand, those associated to any

other source of losses. The cavity mode decay rate κ is related to the Q of the

cavity mode and the excitonic dipole decay rate γ is limited by other source of

losses. In this stage, whenever in our system g (~rX) > κ, γ we will refer to the

weak coupling regime, where the Purcell effect dominates the dynamics of the

system. On the other hand, if g (~rX) < κ, γ, the strong coupling takes place and

Rabi oscillations occur. In other words, the time scale of the coherent exciton–

mode coupling in comparison with the irreversible recombination channels (either

radiative or non–radiative) establishes the two regimes. That channels with the

shortest decay time is the one that have more chances to happen first. Therefore,

in the case of weak coupling, the irreversible decay is shorter than the coherent

decay and viceversa in the case of a system under strong coupling. It is worth

noting during the Rabi oscillation process there is an exchange of energy between

the cavity mode and the QD excitonic transition.

Purcell Effect

We can obtain the emission decay rate for a system under weak–coupling:

Γ =
4Q

ω
|g (~rM) |2 (1.8)

If the QD rather were in a surronding free–space, the spontaneous emission rate

would be given by:

Γ0 =
ω3µ2

3πε0~c3
(1.9)
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The Purcell effect accounts to the ratio between the emission rate of the QD when

coupled to the cavity mode and that when it is emitting in the free space. We

define the Purcell factor (F ) in the optimum conditions for the coupling, i.e., a

QD located at the maximum of the cavity mode and with a polarization of the

excitonic transition parallel to that of the cavity mode:

F =
Γ

Γ0

=
3λ3ε0
4π2εM

Q

Veff

(1.10)

If the Purcell factor is large, we then conclude that the QD may emit much faster

when embedded in the cavity compared to that emitting in the free–space.

Rabi oscillation

Following the above criteria, the strong coupling regime takes place when:

g (~rX) < κ, γ (1.11)

Under those conditions, Rabi oscillations account and the rate at which the ex-

change energy occurs is faster than any other dissipative (incoherent) rates of the

system. Those Rabi flops between the photonic and excitonic states are produced

at twice the Rabi frequency (2g0) with the dissipation given by the cavity mode

quality factor, Q (similar dissipation as in the case of weak coupling). Those

strongly coupled systems are of great interest on the quantum communication or

quantum information systems.

1.6 Applications of photonic crystals and pho-

tonic crystal cavities

In the previous sections, powerful capabilities of the photonic crystals and pho-

tonic crystal microcavities where shown to handle the light emitted by the quan-

tum nanostructures almost at will. There is a bunch of applications of the pho-

tonic crystal structures based on the engineering of their photonic bandstructure

and mode structure. Among all the applications involving photonic crystal struc-

tures, I will breafly describe those that were addressed in this thesis.
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1.6.1 Photonic crystal cavities embedding QDs to improve

solid state lasers

A major commercial application of the quantum–confined semiconductors is in

producing energy–efficient and highly compact lasers. Optical communications

is an important area of potential application for photonic crystals, where they

can be used to produce a light source consisting of low–threshold lasers and

photodetectors with enhanced sensitivity. A photonic crystal with a well–defined

defect channel can be used to confine light in the defect region and guide it.

Guiding through well–controlled defect channels allows sharp bending of light

without significant optical loss. Light might be transmitted through a line defect

made in a photonic crystal. A particularity that photonic crystal waveguides

offer is that the extended defect region can have sharp bends (for instance, a 90◦

bend) with no considerably optical loss. This effect might allow photonic crystal

based chips to miniaturize further. Finally, a photonic crystal platform provides

an opportunity for dense integration of emitter, receiver, amplifier transmitter

and routs on the same chip. These both active and passive functions can be

integrated to produce a true photonic chip. The telecommunications bands are

centered in the 980-1300-1550 nm windows. Efficient light sources comprising

photonic crystal microcavities and quantum dots emitting in those bands are

a hot topic nowadays. The use of InAsSb QDs emitting in the 1.3 µm spectral

window within a photonic crystal cavity produce optimized light sources operating

at room temperature. The development of those technological procedures has

allowed us to fabricate highly efficient light sources emitting at room temperature

in the 1.3 µm.

1.6.2 Photonic crystal cavities with embedded QDs as test

bed systems for cQED experiments

Cavity quantum electrodynamics (c-QED) is the field that studies the interaction

of a quantum particle with a cavity mode. Self–assembled quantum dots lying

within a photonic crystal cavity present unavoidable characteristics that might

make those systems obscure depending on the properties they exhibit. In partic-

ular, quantum dots support a wide variety of single– and multi–particle bound

and extended states. Spectra from devices incorporating a set of quantum dots

show dozens of emission lines that vary in intensity and linewidth. To get rid
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of that set of inconveniences, and to achieve a more ideal system containing a

single quantum dot embedded in a photonic crystal cavity, both spectral and

spatial matching of the quantum dot to the photonic cavity mode is required to

accomplish experiments in the field of c-QED. This fact motivated us to develop

a procedure to position a single QD in a photonic crystal cavity.

1.6.3 Photonic crystals to increase the efficiency of solar

cells

Solar energy is an abundant and non–polluting source of energy. Nevertheless,

the installation of solar cells for energy production is still dependent on subsidies

in most parts of the world. One way of reducing the costs of solar cells is to

decrease their thickness. This will reduce material consumption and, at the same

time, unlock the possibility of using cheaper lower quality solar cell material.

However, a thinner solar cell will have a higher optical loss due to insufficient

absorption of long wavelength light. Therefore, light–trapping must be improved

in order to make thin solar cells economically viable. In this respect, photonic

crystals on the surface of the solar cells might be capable to reduce the reflection

in the air–semiconductor interface. Therefore, it is possible to design photonic

crystal structures to favour the transmission of the incident light, and, therefore,

the absorption, thus leading to an enhancement of the efficiency.

1.7 Goals and overview of this Thesis

The goal of this Thesis consists, basically, of the development of a fabrication

procedure of photonic crystals that allows to fabricate efficient ligh sources.

In particular, a multi–step fabrication process for GaAs–based materials has

been developed. It is based on the use of a hard mask (SiOx), ZEP–520A resist,

electron beam lithography (EBL), reactive ion beam etching (RIBE) and reac-

tive ion etching–inductively coupled plasma (RIE–ICP) and a wet etching. Such

scheme is presented in Chapter 3. The acquired fabrication technology allowed

us to fabricate a novel laser based on a photonic crystal microcavity (PCM) that

embedded InAsSb quantum dots (QDs), operating at room temperature in the

1.3 µm telecom window. This result is presented in Chapter 4.

Additionally, we have followed several approaches towards the deterministic
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coupling of a single–QD and a PCM. First, we got insights on the strong coupling

regime by analyzing the effects of a quantum well (QW) embedded in a PCM

under the strong coupling regime. Such a result is presented in Chapter 5. The

first strategy consisted of the fabrication of a pre–patterned PCM in an partial

GaAs slab. At this stage an oxide in a specific position was performed with local

oxidation lithography by atomic force microscopy (LOL–AFM). The epitaxial

re–growth of the slab was performed up to the target thickness was completed.

During this process a InAs QD was nucleated in the desired position given by the

removed oxide. We called this approach ”Re–grown cavity” and is presented in

Chapter 6. The holes that conform the PCM evolve in shape and size during the

re–growth process and the performance of the structures is degraded. Therefore,

we have studied in Chapter 7 the photonic properties of PCMs fabricated through

the re–growth process in comparison to the regular cavities fabricated following a

regular top–down process. To overcome such an inconvenience we have proposed

a second strategy that involved again the LOL–AFM in specific positions but

with a non–re–grown (or regular) cavity. To this aim, we have designed and

fabricated in a partial slab pre–patterned ruler and alignment marks to fabricate

the oxide in a location with given coordinates. After the completion of the re–

growth process to complete the slab thickness, the cavity will be fabricated in

the desired position in the proper wavelength. This approach was called ”Etched

ruler” and is presented in Chapter 6 The last approach, referred to as ”Golden

ruler”, involves an epitaxial material with embedded self–asembled QDs over

which a mound feature in defined in the surface. The strategy follows with the

fabrication of metallic ruler and alignment marks that enclose a region in which

we selected a QD. We get the coordinates of the mound feature and fabricate the

cavity as a last step. The whole procedure is described in Chapter 8.

As an application of the application of photonic crystals, Chapter 9 includes

the demonstration of the improvements experienced by a solar cell when a pho-

tonic crystal pattern is performed on the top surface, which favours the trans-

mission of specific wavelengths onto the cell.



Chapter
2

Fabrication of photonic crystal
structures

To obtain photonic crystal structures we have developed several fabrication

procedures, depending on the characteristics of the structures and the epitax-

ial material. This chapter provides information of the different equipments and

techniques we have used.

Introduction

In this section, we describe the different tools and techiques used for the realiza-

tion of the devices presented along the course of this thesis. To perform suspended

photonic crystal microcavities in GaAs–material, a multistep procedure is neces-

sary. As indicated in Chapter 1, to arise some of the effects predicted by the field

of c–QED, it is necessary to optimize the figure of merit Q/Veff of the photonic

crystal microcavity mode. To this aim, we adopted L7– or L9–photonic crystal

microcavities and tried to maximize the experimental Q.

L7– and L9–photonic crystal microcavities

It is worth noting that there is a broad set of types of photonic crystal cavities

whose designs indicate better performance than those of L7– and L9–photonic

crystal microcavities.[5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] Nevertheless, we have selected

those two types of cavities for this thesis mainly due to fabrication consideratios.

Although finite difference time domain (FDTD) simulations on other types of

35
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cavities provide larger Q–values and smaller Veff–values, it is worth saying that

those cavities are more difficult to be fabricated because they often require ac-

curate tuning of one or several holes, either in size or position. On the contrary,

L7– and L9–photonic crystal microcavities (PCMs) do not need of such accurate

tunings to support high–Q. Therefore, we adopted only to suppress either 7– or

9–holes of an hexagonal lattice.

Top–down technological procedures

To fabricate L7– or L9–PCMs we followed a so–called top–down technological

procedure. After the design of the epitaxial structure, the deposition of a SiOx

hard mask and the coating with a thin film resist, a pattern drawing is performed

with electron beam lithography (EBL) onto the resist. After the developing and

the post–bake a dry etching is released to transfer the pattern to the hard mask. A

subsequent dry etching by means of inductively coupled plasma etching–reactive

ion etching (ICP–RIE) is performed to transfer the pattern to the active GaAs

slab. The last step consists of the removal of the remaining hard–mask material

as well as the sacrificial layer underneath the photonic structures by a selective

wet etching. In the following, both the tools and the equipments used are briefly

presented.

Molecular beam epitaxy: starting material

The samples designed and processed along the course of this thesis were grown

by the molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) technique.[13] This technique provides the

possibility of growing heteroepitaxial material y a proper control over the inter-

face quality. In addition, a large control on the material composition, thickness

and roughness of materials such as GaAs, AlxGa1−xAs, InP, InGaP is obtained.

Roughness on the epitaxial material limits dramatically the performance of the

cavities,[14] and therefore, an effort was carried out by growers to achieve the

maximum performance of the epitaxial material and thus, achieve high–Q.

Plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition

The plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PECVD) is a technique for

depositing a variety of thin films at lower temperatures in comparison to those
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used in CVD or MBE reactors. As an example, SiOx layers were grown for

this work at 300 ◦C, whereas in an MBE equipment the working temperature

for the growth of GaAs is 570 ◦C. PECVD makes use of an electrical energy to

generate a discharge (plasma) through which the energy is transferred to a gas

mixture. Therefore, the gas is transformed into several species, i. e., ions, neutral

atoms, reactive radicals, etc., which, depending on the chemical properties of the

substrate and its interaction with those species, producing either an etch of the

substrate or a deposition of a thin film over the substrate. Since the formation of

the species is produced in the gas phase, it is possible to maintain the substrate at

low temperature, which is an advantage of this technique and it is often a requisite

in the fabrication process. We have used a PECVD to deposit thin layers of SiOx

that served as hard mask layers for etching procedures. The thickness of those

layers was from 85 to 300 nm depending on the purpose.

Spin–coating: a thin layer of resist

The spin–coating tool is used to deposit a thin and homogeneous layer of resist

over the hard–mask. The techique consists of the deposition of one or several

droplets of resist (depending on the size of the sample) and the revolution at

high speeds (1000–6000 rpm). In general, for the fabrication of photonic crystal

microcavities, a layer of ZEP–520A 365 nm thick was deposited. Although we

normally used ZEP–520A resist, we also worked with PMMA–A4, HSQ (FOX–12,

FOX–14 and FOX–17) as electron sensitive resits.

e–beam lithography: generation of the pattern in the resist

Once we have deposited the resist, an electron beam exposes the resist. A large

control on the drawing and the physical parameters of the beam (voltage, current,

working distance, etc.) is necessary to overcome unexpected results. After the

completion of the EBL, we proceed with the developing process. The electron

beam alters the physical properties of the resists in those positions where a dose

is deposited, and a selective developing process is capable to remove those altered

resist regions (in case of positive resits) or those where the electron beam did not

expose (case of negative resits). In case of the fabrication of photonic crystals, it

is important to address the phenomena referred to as Proximity effect.[15] In an

array of holes in a photonic crystal, for instance, the size of each of the holes is
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not only due to the local exposition of the electron beam in that region, but it is

also altered by the exposure of the surrounding holes. A key requirement is that

the resulting holes should have the same size and to prevent this imperfection, we

correct the dose of each of the holes by considering the effect of their neighbouring

holes. This is known as Proximity effect correction and we have run Montecarlo

simulations to overcome such a problem. The main parameters involved in the

EBL processes carried ou were: beam current of 20 pA, beam voltage of 30 kV,

writing field of 100 µm2

Dry etching I: reactive ion beam etching: transfer to the

hard mask

After the developing process, the pattern is defined onto the resist. We then

transfer the pattern to the hard mask through the reactive ion beam etching

technique. A mixture of CHF3:N2 was selected to drill the SiOx, using the ZEP–

520A resist as a mask. The selectivity of such a process is aproximately 1:1, i.e.,

we etch the mask and the SiOx at the same rate.

Dry etching II: inductively coupled plasma–reactive ion

etching: transfer to the active slab

The next step consists of the transfer of the patter to the active semiconductor

slab. We have developed mainly two etching procedures for the realization of

photonic crystals in GaAs; one of them involving low temperature (-10 ◦C), Cl2,

N2, Ar, that was practiced either with the presence of a hard mask of SiOxor

directly through the resist. We also made use of the good properties of the

inductively coupled plasma etching technique and, a mixture of BCl3:N2 was

optimized to reach vertical and smooth holes.[16]

Using the SiOx layer as a mask, we

Wet etching: membrane release

The last step consist on the release of the membrane and the removal of any

dust or debris both on the top surface and underneath the photonic structure.

The layer underneath the GaAs active slab consists of an AlGaAs layer, that is

selectively removed through a diluted HF solution. We have observed that as we
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decrease the concentration of the HF solution, flake structures arise underneath

the slab. As long as we increase the concentration of the HF solution, the density

of flakes is considerably reduced, being inversely proportional to the etch rate.
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3.1 Context & motivation

Photonic crystal cavities have been demonstrated as ideal for systems that handle

the light at the nano–scale. Therefore, those systems were used to fabricate novel

lasers, detectors, single photon emitters, test–beds for cQED experiments etc. A

figure of merit that evaluates the performance of such systems is given by the

quality factor (Q) and mode volume (Veff) ratio (Q/Veff). In general, the larger

ratio, the better the performance of the cavity we might expect. One might think

that the comparison between the ideal and actual values obtained for Veff does

not differ much; on the contrary, Q is rather largely affected by imperfections on

the structure. Q can be reduced by orders of magnitude in the fabricated devices

due to inhomogeneities in the hole size, roughness in the sidewalls, non–vertical

holes, presence of debris either over, below or within the structure and others

(absorption and other light or carrier–trapping mechanisms). The fabrication is

based in multi–step procedures each of them involving an specific equipment or

technique that needs to be improved and thus overcome the above mentioned

drawbacks. As a consequence of those many effects, the achievement of the right

fabrication parameters and make them reproducible often take a very long time.

The reproducibility along the fabrication procedure is affected not only by the

system itself, but also due to other processes in a multi–user environment.

3.2 Contribution

My contributions to this work are:

• Design of the epitaxial structure,

• Design of the L9–photonic crystal microcavity,

• Development of the fabrication procedures,

• Fabrication of the samples,

• Partial optical characterization of the devices,

• Analysis and writing of the results.
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3.3 Publication

3.3.1 Abstract

In this work we demonstrate high quality factor GaAs–based L9 photonic crystal

microcavities (PCMs) with embedded InAsSb quantum dots with emission in 1.3

µm at room temperature. The fabrication process uses reactive ion beam etching

with a CHF3/N2 gas mixture and reactive ion etching with a BCl3/N2 gas mixture

to form PCMs on air–suspended slabs. An optimum N2 partial flux content of 0.65

and a successful removal of deposits formed during the membrane release by a fast

wet etching in HF provide optical quality factors (Q–factors as high as 30000). In

what follows, it is presented the fabrication procedures followed in order to realize

high–quality factor photonic crystal microcavities (PCMs). A technological multi

step procedure, based on electron beam lithography (EBL), and plasma etching

by means of both reactive ion beam etching (RIBE) and inductively coupled

plasma reactive ion etching (ICP–RIE) are practiced to obtain the hole pattern

onto the active slab (either InP or GaAs based materials). A last step based on

a wet chemical etching is used to suspend the photonic structure.

3.3.2 Introduction

Photonic crystal microcavities (PCMs) provide a strong localization of light,

since they may exhibit small mode volume (Veff) and a large quality factor

(Q). When embedded in a PCM, quantum nanostructures may be tuned to

a high–Q/Veff mode and interesting applications arise, such as efficient LEDs,[17]

lasers,[18, 19, 20, 21, 22] or filters.[23] In addition, such systems can be test beds

for cavity quantum electrodynamics (c–QED) effects.[24, 25, 26, 8, 27, 28] Both

classical and quantum light sources working on the telecom windows are crucial

for quantum key distribution or quantum information. Research groups work-

ing on state–of–the–art nanotechnology have produced photonic systems within

the telecommunications O–band (1260–1360) nm such as efficient single photon

emitters,[29, 30] electrically injected LEDs[31] or low threshold lasers,[32] with

Q–factors of 9700 in a nanobeam,[33] 13000 in a microdisk,[12] 17000 in a H1–

PCM,[34] 15000 and 24000 in a L3–PCM.[35, 36] The achievement of high Q on

these systems plays an important role towards the realization of efficient light

sources. This work shows the fabrication of suspended PC–based systems with
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high Q (up to 30000) GaAs based L9 PCMs with emission in 1.3 µm at room

temperature (RT) through a careful control of the dry and wet etching parame-

ters.

3.3.3 Design of the L9 photonic crystal microcavity

L9–type PCMs belongs to the Ln–type PCMs, which consists of a periodic lattice

of air holes with hexagonal symmetry with 9 consecutive missing holes in the

ΓK direction. Contrary to other types of photonic cavities, such as nanobeams,

H1 or L3–PCMs, which often present high Q/Veff through a careful control in

the size and the position of several holes, the L9–PCMs provide large Q/Veff

values with no need of tuning any of the holes (either in size or position); this

makes L9–PCMs very robust to fabrication imperfections. We have designed

L9 configurations to operate in the 1.3 µm optical telecom window, based in

GaAs material. The structure consists of a GaAs slab (190 nm thick) grown

by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) on top of an Al0.70Ga0.30As sacrificial layer

(500 nm thick). The slab contains a single InAsSb QDs layer emitting at 1.3 µm

at RT.[36, 37, 38] The average QD surface density, estimated from transmission

electron microscopy (TEM) measurements, is ∼1010 cm−2. Figure 3.1a shows a

photoluminescence spectrum of an L9–PCM fabricated on this epitaxial material.

Four sharp resonances are observed and identified as the first high–Q even modes.

We have reproduced the L9 mode structure by three dimensional finite difference

time domain (3D–FDTD) calculations (insets Figure 3.1a),[39] to estimate their

optical properties, i. e., wavelength λ, Q, mode effective index neff , and V eff

(see Table 3.1) as well as to determine the optimum structural parameters of

the PCMs, pitch a, hole radius r, and slab thickness d (not shown). Since the

fundamental mode exhibits the highest Q/V eff , it is the preferred mode to be

coupled to the QD emission. The electric field profiles (|E|2) of the fundamental

mode and the first three excited modes are shown in the insets of Figure 3.1a.

A scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of an L9–PCM is displayed in

Figure 3.1b. The design of the structural parameters of the L9–PCMs has been

optimized to maximize the Q of the fundamental mode while emitting in the 1.3

µm optical telecom window. From the simulations we have obtained the optimum

parameters for the slab thickness d = 190 nm, the lattice constant a = 350 nm,

and the radius of the holes r = 100 nm, and we have used them as target values

to fabricate high Q L9–PCMs tuned to the emission of the InAsSb QDs around
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Figure 3.1: L9–photonic crystal microcavity. a) Measured spectrum showing
the mode structure of a L9 photonic crystal microcavity (L9–PCM); insets show
finite difference time domain (FDTD) simulations with the |E|2 mode profile of
the first 4–modes. b) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of a L9–PCM
designed for emission in the 1.3 µm telecom window.

Mode Q λ (nm) Veff (λ/neff)3 Q/V [×105(λ/neff)−3]

e1 440239 1291 1.43 3.078
e2 45486 1285 1.60 0.284
e3 8541 1269 1.42 0.060
e4 2038 1236 1.39 0.001

Table 3.1: Optical properties of the L9–photonic crystal microcavity
(L9–PCM) obtained by finite difference time domain (FDTD) simu-
lations. Calculated optical properties for the L9–PCM with a = 350 nm, r =
0.28a, and d = 190 nm. The e–label refers to the even symmetry of the modes.
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1.3 µm.

3.3.4 Fabrication process

A fabrication procedure based on electron beam lithography (EBL) and plasma

etching was developed to fabricate PCMs emitting in the 1.3 µm telecom window.

The first step involves plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) to

grow a thin layer of SiOx (85 nm) as a hard mask for the future transfer of the

pattern onto the active GaAs slab. On top of that, a 360 nm thick layer of ZEP–

520A resist is deposited by spin coating. A large homogeneity in the hole size of

the PC pattern is necessary to obtain high–Q PCM modes.[40] The low electron

beam voltage (30 kV maximum) in our LEO 1455 e–beam writer implies that the

apparatus is operating near its resolution limit to define the required patterns.

Consequently, the dose received by each circle is altered by the dose received by

the surrounding holes. Nevertheless, by using a dose correction factor that con-

siders the presence of other surrounding holes (proximity effect correction) we can

achieve excellent results during e–beam exposure. The point exposure function f

accounts for the alteration of the hole size depending on the presence of surround-

ing holes.[41, 42] A series of Monte Carlo simulations were performed to obtain

the characteristics of the energy transferred to the resist, taking into account the

multilayer on the substrate (GaAs/Al0.70Ga0.30As/GaAs/SiOx/ZEP–520A). The

resulting f function considers the backscattering, the forward scattering, the fi-

nite beam size and the beam voltage. In our case, the best fit corresponds to a

double Gaussian plus exponential function, parameterized as follows:

f(r) =
1
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(3.1)

where r represents the distance to the incidence point of the exposing beam, α

accounts for the forward scattering, β corresponds to the backscattering contribu-

tion, η represents the ratio of the backscattered exposure to the forward exposure.

The third exponential term accounts for a correction in the mid–range r–values,

where some limitations arise from the double Gaussian approach.[43] The opti-

mum set of parameters that define f(r) is: α = 14 nm, β = 1.375 m, γ = 655

nm, η = 0.3383, ν = 0.7553. After EBL, the patterns are defined on the resist

by developing with a mixture containing N–amyl acetate, methyl isobutyl ketone

(MIBK) and deionized water (DI). Figure 3.2a shows a cross section of a hole in
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Figure 3.2: Fabrication procedure for GaAs based L9–PCMs. (a) Elec-
tron beam lithography (EBL) and developing of ZEP–520A positive resist, (b)
Reactive ion beam etching (RIBE) based on CHF3/N2 to transfer the pattern to
the SiOx hard mask, (c) Inductively coupled plasma reactive ion etching (ICP–
RIE) based on BCl3/N2 to transfer the pattern to the active GaAs slab, and
(d) removal of the Al0.70Ga0.30As sacrificial layer and remaining SiOx layer with
diluted HF to suspend the structures. (e) Tilted view of the final structure.
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the obtained photonic crystal lattice. A post–bake (100 ◦C, 1 min) is required

to increase the smoothness of the sidewalls of the holes, as well as the selectivity

for the following plasma etching step. Reactive ion beam etching (RIBE) based

on a CHF3/N2 gas mixture is used[43] to transfer the hole pattern to the SiOx

hard mask. Figure 3.2b shows a profile of the holes after this step. The etching

produces smooth and vertical holes in the SiOx hard mask.[44] Next, inductively

coupled plasma–reactive ion etching (ICP–RIE) in an Oxford Plasmalab 80 equip-

ment is performed. ICP power of 300 W and a BCl3/N2 gas mixture are used to

transfer the hole pattern to the active GaAs slab. Further details of this plasma

etching process are chamber pressure: 2.5 mTorr, ICP power: 300 W, RIE power:

20 W, wafer temperature: 30 ◦C, output DC Bias: 55 V. In a previous work, At-

lasov et al., carried out an study on the benefits of such gas mixture focusing on

the verticality of the hole profile by varying the N2 flux content.[45] Our results

reproduce and confirm the variation in the verticality and shape of the holes for

the range of variation of N2–flux content presented in that work. In our case we

have focused on the fine optimization of the range of values for the BCl3/N2 flux

in which the shape of the holes is vertical and the Q–factor of the fundamental

mode of the L9–PCMs is maximized (Section 3.3.5). Also, we have found that

it is important to deeply penetrate in the Al0.70Ga0.30As sacrificial layer during

the ICP–RIE etching in order to favor the sacrificial layer removal with HF:DI

dilution avoiding the formation of AlF–based microcrystalline structures under

the active GaAs slab (Section V) that may degrade the photonic performance

(i.e. Q–factor). Figure 3.2c and Figure 3.2d show respectively the shape of the

holes before and after the release of the photonic crystal membrane. We have

etched four large holes surrounding the PCM (Figure 3.2e) to improve the flow

of the HF–based dilution during the wet etching step.[46] The described method

produces very smooth and highly vertical holes in the suspended GaAs active slab

(Figure 3.2e shows a SEM image of an entire L9–PCM), resulting in improved

optical performance, as it will be described in Section 3.3.5.

3.3.5 Optical characterization

In order to evaluate the optical properties of the fundamental mode of the L9–

PCMs we have used optical micro–photoluminescence (µ–PL) at RT. The excita-

tion source was a 785 nm continuous wave (CW) laser diode. An objective lens

(0.5 NA) was used to focus a small excitation spot (∼ 1.5 µm) centered on the
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photonic crystal defect. The light emitted by the PCM is collected through the

same objective and focused to an optical fiber that drives the signal to a 0.85 m fo-

cal length double spectrometer with a cooled InGaAs photodiode array detector.

For each spectrum (for instance, see Figure 3.1a) the Q–factor of the fundamental

mode of the L9–PCMs is given by the ratio of the wavelength over the linewidth at

half maximum (Q = λ/∆λ). We have determined the optimum conditions of the

ICP–RIE plasma etching through the analysis of a set of L9–PCMs in 4–different

samples, each of them processed with the same parameters for the PECVD, EBL

and RIBE steps. Figure 3.3a shows the variation in the Q–factor of the PCM

modes with the relative N2 flux content for a specific range (55–70%). We assume

that any influence of the material properties on the Q–factor can be disregarded,

since every PCM considered in Figure 3.3a is spectrally tuned at 1280 ± 5 nm.

Specifically, in the 60–70% range of relative N2 flux content, the overall shape

and verticality of the holes is close to 90◦ although Q–factors can change from

11000 to 20000. From that analysis we concluded that the optimum partial N2

flux content is 0.65 (BCl3/N2 flux content: 6.0/11.1 sccm). We have measured

Q–factors up to 30000 in this series. SEM analysis suggests that the evolution

in the Q–factors with the N2–flux content is strongly related to an increase in

roughness of the sidewalls due to small voids (insets Figure 3.3a) and a slight

deviation in the verticality of the holes.

3.3.6 Flake formation during the wet etching

We have found a high production of debris under the active GaAs slab during the

membrane release with a HF–based wet etching, which might affect dramatically

the Q–factor. Figure 3.4 shows SEM images of the debris, which depending on

the amount and size of the particles, might not be easily observed under the

optical microscope (500×) and sometimes the effect is just noted by a very slight,

inhomogeneous change in the color of the PCM membrane. When few particles

(flakes) are present, only a careful optimization of the parameters during SEM

inspection makes the flakes visible (Figure 3.4a) as slight shadows underneath the

PCM membrane. Similar debris was observed either over[14] or underneath[32]

the PCM structures. In particular, we have observed these flake–like structures

especially underneath the slab (Figures 3.4a–c). Flakes can easily be observed

if some openings surrounding the PCM are performed to suspend the structure

in large membranes (Figure 3.4b). Close SEM inspection of the flakes (Figure
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Figure 3.3: Optimization of the quality factor. (a) Impact of the partial N2

flux content on the quality factor (Q) of the photonic crystal microcavity (PCM)
fundamental mode in an L9. The error bars represent the range of the Q measured
for series with identical fabrication parameters; insets with SEM images show
the hole–cross section after the Inductively coupled plasma–reactive ion etching
(ICP–RIE) etching for 0.55 (bottom) and 0.65 (top) N2 partial flux content; the
shape and roughness for the highest and lowest Q–factors obtained with N2 flux
content 0.65 (top) and 0.55 (bottom), respectively. The dashed line represents a
guide to the eye. (b) Detail of the line shape for a measured high Q (Q = 30000)
fundamental mode of an L9–PCM fabricated with the optimum partial N2 flux
content (0.65). The line represents the best Lorentzian fit corresponding to the
experimental data.
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3.4c) reveals their crystallographic faceting. The sizes of such particles range

from few nanometers to several microns. We suspect they might affect the Q–

factor of the PCMs if they are located in the proximities of the photonic crystal

defect. We have determined the chemical composition of the flakes by energy

dispersive X–ray analysis (EDAX). We have selected a single isolated flake (Figure

3.4d) and obtained the EDAX spectra inside (Figure 3.4e–top) and outside of

the flake (Figure 3.4e–bottom). From the analysis we can conclude that the

flakes contain Al, F and O, and the amount of F is around three times the

amount of Al or O. A common chemical reaction involving Al in presence of

water and HF is the formation of aluminum fluoride compounds, like AlF3 or

its trihydrite form (AlF33H2O, Rosenbergite) which results in crystals which are

transparent and very resistant to chemicals and mechanical damage. Depending

on the concentration of the HF dilution, we can control the formation of such

crystals. Figure 3.5a presents a high density of flake structures resulting from a

HF:DI 1:10 during 1 minute. Figure 3.5b shows a significant reduction on the

flake formation due to a larger concentration of the HF:DI (1:3) for 20 seconds.

We have practiced wet etching on different GaAs/AlGaAs wafers varying the HF

concentration and the time duration of the etching. We therefore concluded that

rapid wet etching with higher concentrations of HF:DI (1:3) during the membrane

release might prevent the flake formation and may prevent any degradation of

the high Q–factor.

3.3.7 Summary and conclusions

We have developed a fabrication procedure for the release of high–Q PCMs on

GaAs with embedded InAsSb/GaAs QDs emitting in the 1.3 µm telecom window

at RT. A thin layer (85 nm) of SiOx is deposited by PECVD and serves as a hard

mask for etching. After the coating of 360 nm of ZEP–520A resist, EBL and

developing procedures define the holes on the resist. Two dry etching procedures

(RIBE and ICP–RIE) are performed to define the pattern on the active slab.

Optimum conditions for the partial N2 flux content for the ICP–RIE process have

been found to yield vertical and smooth sidewalls. The suspended membrane

is released by removing the Al0.70Ga0.30As sacrificial layer with diluted HF. A

careful control of both the duration of the wet etching and the concentration of

the hydrofluoric dilution is needed to prevent the formation of the flake structures.

Q–factors up to 30000 are obtained. These results pave the way towards the study
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Figure 3.4: Observation of flakes. (a) under specific conditions, flakes can
be observed through the membrane during scaning electron microscopy (SEM)
inspection as shadowed areas, (b) flakes observed through the openings practiced
around the photonic crystal microcavity (PCM) structure, (c) close–up of the
flakes revealing the crystallographic morphology of the flakes, (d) opened area
with low density of flakes to analyze their composition, and (e) Energy dispersive
X–ray analysis (EDAX) corresponding to the regions indicated in (d) and showing
the elements found in the material outside (top) and within (bottom) the flakes.
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Figure 3.5: Control of the density of flake residuals. (a) 1:10 hydrofluoric
dilution yielding slow lateral etch rate (1 µm/min) of the sacrificial layer and high
density of residual flakes. (b) 1:3 hydrofluoric dilution yielding a rapid etch (12
µm/min) of the sacrificial layer that removes most of the flake residuals.

of the emission properties of the InAsSb QDs coupled to high–Q PCMs.

3.4 On–going work

We have developed a fabrication procedure of suspended photonic crystal mi-

crocavities in a GaAs–based material. That procedure was demonstrated in a

GaAs–based epitaxial material embedding InAsSb–QDs. After the completion of

this fabrication procedure, several on–going projects could be addressed. We have

used the presented fabrication procedure to demonstrate RT lasing characteristics

in our L9 & InAsSb–QDs at the 1.3 µm window. We have also performed that

fabrication procedure with optimized parameters within the 980 nm window. It

is worth noting that as soon as the lattice parameters (a and r) are reduced, the

fabrication release is more difficult. With the evaluation of the figure of merit of

the cavities for such smaller parameters, we gain insights in the limitations of the

fabrication procedure.
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4.1 Context & motivation

One of the main applications of the photonic crystal microcavities with embed-

ding quantum nanostructures is their capability to construct a very efficient lasing

source. The ultimate laser, referred to as thresholdless laser, consists of a pho-

tonic cavity with light emitters that emit almost no spontaneous emission.[18]

QDs are ideal light emitters to be introduced in those cavities.[47, 48] [49, 7, 28]

Those works rely on the combination of the high–Q and low–Veff presented by the

appropiated photonic cavities and the low transparent carrier density and large

carrier confinement exhibited by the QDs. The operation of those devices at

room temperature and under continuous wave excitation [19] of those devices is

necessary for future applications. In this work, we demonstrate the achievement

of near thresholdless lasing operating at room temperature in the 1.3 µm telecom

window. The system consists of a L9–photonic crystal microcavity with a single

layer of InAsSb QDs. The dynamics of the laser was analyzed through the rate

equation model.[50]

4.2 Contribution

My contributions to this work are the following:

• Design of the epitaxial material,

• Design of the L9–photonic crystal microcavity,

• Fabrication of the samples,

• Partial optical characterization of the devices,

• Calculation and analysis of the confinement factor (Γ),

• Analysis and writing of the results.

4.3 Publication

4.3.1 Abstract

The development of a thresholdless laser operating at room temperature is key

for the future replacement of electronics with photonic integrated circuits, en-
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abling an increase of several orders of magnitude in computing speeds.[51, 18]

Khajavikhan et al. recently demonstrated thresholdless lasing characteristics at

low temperature (4 K).[52] However, for practical applications, room tempera-

ture laser emission becomes necessary. Here we report a laser based on InAsSb

quantum dots [37] embedded in a photonic crystal microcavity, which exhibits

ultra–low power threshold (860 nW) and high efficiency (β = 0.85) thus operat-

ing in the near thresholdless regime at room temperature in the 1.3 µm spectral

window. The results open up a wide range of opportunities for room temperature

applications of ultra–low threshold lasers, such as integrated photonic circuitry

or high sensitivity biosensors.

4.3.2 Introduction

The early demonstration of lasing emission in a photonic crystal microcavity

(PCM)[53] opened new avenues towards very low threshold and highly efficient

solid state lasers by taking advantage of two aspects: on one hand, PCMs allow a

strong confinement of the light, through high quality factors (Q) and small mode

volumes (Veff). On the other hand, zero–dimensional nanostructures or quantum

dots (QDs) were proposed as an optimal active region to reach low threshold

and highly efficient laser sources.[47, 48] Even though it has been argued that

a truly thresholdless laser is not possible in practice,[54] the term thresholdless

is used in the literature[18] to identify lasers presenting two main features: a

spontaneous emission coupling factor (β) close to 1 and low non radiative losses.

Non radiative losses are reduced by several orders of magnitude at cryogenic

temperatures, although they can never be completely suppressed. Therefore, a

lasing threshold remains measurable in so called thresholdless lasers. An ultimate

thresholdless laser[55, 56, 18] operating at room temperature (RT) will have a

strong impact in optical communications[57] in the near infrared as well as, for

instance, in bio–organic sensing, where the 1.3 µm spectral window has been

used for single–cell photonic nanocavity probes.[58] Ultra–low threshold lasing

was achieved using an ever–decreasing number of QDs within photonic crystal

cavities.[49, 7, 19, 32, 59, 28] That strategy was adopted by Strauf et al.[7] to

demonstrate near thresholdless lasing at low temperature (4.5 K) using few QDs

(2–4) as active emitters. The authors reported power threshold values as low

as 124 nW (corresponding to an absorbed power of 4 nW) and a high β =

0.85. Khajavikhan et al. have recently demonstrated thresholdless lasing at low
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temperature (4 K).[52] The authors also reported RT lasing, although without

thresholdless characteristics. In this work we report a RT continuous wave (c.w.)

laser with emission characteristics close to those of an ideal thresholdless laser.

4.3.3 Design and fabrication of the L9 photonic crystal

microcavity

Our L9–PCM laser was fabricated in GaAs/AlGaAs epitaxial material with a

single layer of InAsSb QDs emitting in the 1.3 µm telecommunications spectral

window at RT.

Design

We have designed a PCM that consist of a hexagonal lattice of air holes with

9–missing holes along the ΓK direction (i.e., L9–PCM) fabricated on a GaAs

suspended slab.[60] For that PCM, the best Q/Veff ratio is obtained for the fun-

damental mode. Therefore, the design of the L9–PCM was optimized to achieve

spectral matching of the fundamental mode with the emission of the QDs. Figure

4.1a shows the mode profile of the L9–PCM fundamental mode, calculated by the

finite difference time domain (FDTD) method (see Supplementary information).

The calculated values for Q and Veff are 4.4×105 and 1.43×(λ/neff)3 respectively,

where λ represents the spectral position and neff is the effective refractive index

of the fundamental mode.

Fabrication

The fabrication of the L9–PCM involved a BCl3/N2 based plasma etching proce-

dure, optimized for the enhancement of the Q of the fundamental mode.[16] Fig-

ure 4.1b shows a scanning electron microscope image of the resulting L9–PCM.

Further information of the fabrication procedure can be found in Methods.

Epitaxial material

The spectrum of the QD ensemble shows the fundamental transition that cor-

responds to the excitonic emission centered at 1280 nm with an inhomogeneous

broadening of 23 meV. The incorporation of Sb in the InAs QDs induces an up-

ward shift of the conduction and valence band edges; it results in a deeper hole
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Figure 4.1: Design, fabrication and optical characterization of the epi-
taxial material and the L9 photonic crystal microcavity (PCM) at room
temperature. (a) Calculation of the electric field distribution |E|2 of the L9–
PCM fundamental mode. (b) Scanning electron microscopy image of a L9–PCM.
(c) Photoluminescence (PL) of the ensemble of the quantum dots (QDs) outside
of the PCM (black line) and PL of a L9–PCM (filled grey) showing the mode
structure. The inset presents a schematic diagram of the epitaxial material.

confinement and more efficient emission at RT,[61, 36, 37, 38, 62] thus overcom-

ing the thermal ambipolar escape of carriers that reduces the RT efficiency of

conventional InAs QDs.[63, 64] The observed resonances from the PL spectrum

of the L9–PCM correspond to the cavity mode structure, with the fundamental

mode emitting at 1286 nm.

4.3.4 Optical characterization

Figure 4.2a presents the integrated intensity of light emitted by the fundamental

mode of the L9–PCM laser as a function of c.w. optical pump power (i.e., Lin vs.

Lout or LL–curve) at RT. We have estimated an effective power lasing threshold of

860 nW (see Supplementary information). To determine β we used a coupled rate

equation model where β = 0.85 optimizes the fit to the experimental data (see

Supplementary information). Figure 4.2a also shows the calculated LL–curves

for different β–values (grey curves), including the fit for β = 0.85 (red curve).

This value is comparable to those reported in state–of–the–art lasers designed for
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Figure 4.2: Output characteristics of the L9 photonic crystal microcavity
(PCM) laser at room temperature. (a) Light in vs. Light out (LL–curve)
characteristics of the L9–PCM laser for different β–values (grey lines) in logarith-
mic scale; the best fit (red line) is for β = 0.85. (b) Evolution of the linewidth
of the L9–PCM resonant mode with the excitation power. (c) Analysis of the
differential efficiency calculated from the LL data (dots) and from the fit for β =
0.85 (line). Error bars in (b) are referred to the statistical deviation analysis.
Grey region in (a-b) marks the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) region.

their operation at temperatures few degrees above absolute zero.[52, 7]

4.3.5 Linewidth

The assertion that the device indeed reaches lasing is further substantiated by the

linewidth dependence on pump power (Figure 4.2b). Three regions correspond-

ing to different emission regimes are identified[52] from the linewidth behavior:

the photoluminescence (PL) region, below threshold, where the light is predomi-

nantly spontaneously emitted;[65] the lasing region, above threshold, where light

is mostly influenced by the stimulated emission; and the amplified spontaneous

emission (ASE) region around the threshold (grey region in Figure 4.2a) as a

transition between both regimes. In the ASE region, a small plateau in the evo-

lution of the linewidth (∆λ) with the power is observed [7, 19, 21, 52] whereas a

linewidth–narrowing behavior can be measured both within the PL and the lasing

regions.[52] Such behavior is observed in our device at RT. The Q–factor, given

by λ/∆λ at the lowest excitation power (Pexc = 370 nW) is Q = 7400.[65] As the
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excitation power increases, the optical mode becomes narrower due to gain mech-

anisms in lasing systems.[66] At high excitation power above threshold (Pexc =

10.14 µW), λ/∆λ = 12100 (see Supplementary information). The evolution of

the linewidth of the fundamental mode with the excitation power at RT follows

a similar trend as that observed in near–thresholdless lasers at 4.5 K.[7, 18]

4.3.6 Differential efficiency

Finally, an important feature of a laser system is the differential efficiency (DE)

given by the derivative dLout/dLin.[21] For a lasing device the DE increases with

the power tending to a constant value. The DE at RT is represented in Figure

4.2c (dots) with the calculated DE curve (line) for β = 0.85. The calculated

DE follows the experimental data and deviates at excitation powers well above

the threshold. This effect is due to the saturation of the QDs, which was not

considered in the model.

4.3.7 Summary and conclusions

In summary, continuous wave and near thresholdless laser operation in the 1.3

µm telecom window at room temperature was demonstrated for a system com-

bining a single layer of InAsSb QDs with a photonic crystal microcavity. We

showed that thermally activated processes, such as non radiative recombination,

are not an insurmountable obstacle to the realization of laser sources with char-

acteristics similar to those observed in near thresholdless lasers at temperatures

few degrees above absolute zero. Such highly–efficient systems are very promising

candidates for applications in optical integrated circuits, potentially enabling low

consumption electrically–injected devices based on PCMs [67] at RT.

4.4 Methods

4.4.1 Fabrication

The epitaxial material was grown by solid–source molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)

on a semi–insulating GaAs substrate. The inset in Figure 4.1c shows the epitaxial

structure of the wafer which consisted of the active region embedded in a 190 nm

thick GaAs layer and a 1 µm thick Al0.75Ga0.25As sacrificial layer underneath.
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The active region includes a single layer of InAsSb QDs with luminescence at 1.3

µm. The microcavities were patterned by electron beam lithography on a 365

nm thick ZEP–520A resist homogeneously spun onto a 90 nm thick SiOx hard

mask deposited by plasma enhanced vapor deposition (PECVD). Reactive ion

beam etching (RIBE) was performed to drill the SiOx layer previously deposited

on the epitaxial material and inductively coupled plasma–reactive ion etching

(ICP–RIE) was used to transfer the pattern to the active GaAs slab. The final

step consisted of the removal of the sacrificial layer underneath the L9–PCMs

by means of HF:H2O wet etching. Four large rectangular holes surronding every

structure were fabricated to facilitate the renewal of the HF solution and the

removal of the remaining material underneath every structure during the wet

etching.[16]

4.4.2 Optical characterization

A 785–nm laser diode (LD) operating in continuous wave mode was used for the

optical pumping of the photonic structures. The excitation beam was focused

down to a 1.5 µm diameter spot by means of a microscope objective (20×, NA =

0.4). The same objective was used to direct the light emitted from the sample to

a 0.85 m length double spectrometer through an optical fiber. An InGaAs cooled

photodiode array was used as a detector.

4.4.3 Appendix A: Design of the L9 photonic crystal mi-

crocavity

There are several types of PCMs that present high Q/Veff ratio, although they

often require an accurate positioning and a size tuning of specific holes within the

lattice [S1–S8] which also makes them very sensitive to fabrication imperfections.

The use of elongated line–defect PCMs of the type Ln, where n stands for the

number of holes suppressed to create the defect, has been shown to provide a

good compromise for theQ/Veff ratio.[60] We have designed L9–PCMs with lattice

constant a = 350 nm, slab thickness d = 190 nm and 11 rows of neighbouring holes

(N = 11). We have carried out simulations by the finite difference time domain

(FDTD) method [39] that have allowed us to evaluate the quality factor (Q),

the spectral position (λ), the effective volume (Veff) and the effective refractive

index (neff) of the fundamental mode of the L9–PCM. Further details on the
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simulation of similar structures can be found elsewhere.[68] Figure 4.3 shows the

results of the simulations varying the size of the holes of the PCM from r/a =

0.20 to 0.38 in steps of 0.01. The PCMs present an increasing Q as r/a increases,

with a maximum Q for r/a = 0.35; for higher r/a–values the performance of the

cavity is dramatically degraded and at r/a = 0.38 the Q–value is only several

hundreds (Figure 4.3a). Figure 4.3b and 4.3c show the variation with r/a of the

spectral position of the fundamental mode (λ) and the effective mode volume

(Veff), respectively. Veff is related to the degree of confinement of the photonic

mode and is defined as:[69]

Veff =

∫
Vtotal

εE2d3r

max(εE2)
(4.1)

where ε and E2 are the permittivity of the material and the electric field inten-

sity of the mode, respectively, over the entire simulation window (Vtotal). As Q

increases Veff decreases and both drastically decrease for r/a > 0.35. At very

high r/a–values, the mode is not confined anymore, i. e. Veff increases, which

corresponds to a strong decrease in Q. The effective refractive index (neff) or,

alternatively, the effective permittivity (εeff) of the mode are defined as:[70]

εeff = n2
eff =

∫
Vtotal

n2E2d3r∫
Vtotal

E2d3r
(4.2)

Figure 4.3d shows the variation of neff with r/a: neff is relatively constant (neff '
2.75) for a wide range of r/a–values, although it decreases strongly for r/a >

0.35. This is an evidence of the smaller confinement within the microcavity for

very high r/a values, which dramatically degrades Q. Our calculations did not

consider the influence of both the imperfections introduced during fabrication

and the absorption losses of the active region, which produce the main deviations

from experimental measurements. We have experimentally determined that the

highest Q–factors are obtained for the devices with r/a between 0.26 and 0.31 (not

shown). For the device presented in the manuscript, the calculated parameters

are: r/a = 0.30, Q = 440200, λ = 1290.6 nm, Veff = 1.43 (λ/neff)3 and neff =

2.78.
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Figure 4.3: Calculation of the optical parameters of the L9 photonic
crystal microcavity. (a) Quality factor (Q). (b) Spectral position (λ). (c)
Effective volume (Veff). (d) Effective refractive index (neff). The calculation has
been made for the fundamental mode with pitch and slab thickness a = 350 nm
and d = 190 nm, respectively.
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Figure 4.4: Optical properties of the L9 photonic crystal microcavity
laser at room temperature. (a) Light in – light out curve of the laser (black
dots). The red line shows the linear fit used to obtain an estimated total power
threshold Pth = 4.1 ± 0.2 µW . (b) Photoluminescence (PL) of the fundamental
cavity mode (FM) measured (black dots) at the lowest excitation power Pexc =
370 nW. The best lorentzian fit (red line) provides Q = 7400. (c) PL of the
FM measured (black dots) at high excitation power Pexc = 10.14 µW. The best
lorentzian fit (red line) provides λ/∆λ = 12100.

4.4.4 Appendix B: Power threshold

Figure 4.4a shows the integrated power emitted by the fundamental mode versus

the excitation power (LL–curve) at room temperature (RT). The curve presents

a rather smooth transition within the ASE region which is typical from high–β

lasers.[66] We have performed a linear fit of the LL–curve for high excitation

powers. A threshold of Pth = 4.1±0.2 µW is obtained by extrapolation of the red

line to zero output.[71, 7] That value corresponds to the total irradiated power.

The estimation of the actual excitation power absorbed by the slab is obtained

by considering the reflectivity of the GaAs surface (∼33%), the slab thickness

(190 nm) and the absorption coefficient of GaAs for the excitation wavelength of

785 nm (104 cm−1). Therefore, the absorbed pump power is a ∼21% of the total

incident power [72] and the effective threshold pump power is 860 nW. Figure

4.4b shows the spectrum of the fundamental mode at the lowest excitation (Pexc =

370 nW) with a Q = 7400. We should notice that Q is referred to empty cavities,
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where no material gain or loss mechanisms are considered. For a lasing system,

the stimulated emission affects the linewidth and the term Q is thus no longer

valid. In general, a fraction of stimulated emission is always expected at powers

well below threshold.[65] Therefore, we have considered Q of the fundamental

mode as that measured at the lowest excitation power, and we have used λ/∆λ

as an effective Q altered by gain and loss mechanisms. For Pexc = 10.14 µW, well

above the threshold, an intense emission from the mode is observed with λ/∆λ =

12100.

4.4.5 Appendix C: Rate equation analysis

We have fitted the LL–curve to a rate equations model:[50]

dN

dt
= Rp −

N

τr

− N

τnr

− g c

neff

(N −Ntr)P (4.3)

dP

dt
= Γg

c

neff

(N −Ntr)P + Γβ
N

τr

− P

τc

(4.4)

where N and P are the carrier and photon densities within the microcavity, Rp

is the pumping rate, g is the differential gain coefficient and Ntr is the trans-

parency carrier density. A cavity photon lifetime τc = 6.14 ps is obtained from

the linewidth of the mode below the threshold. The confinement factor Γ =

0.0018 accounts for the overlap between the PCM mode with the QDs (see Ap-

pendix C1). The radiative and non radiative recombination lifetimes are τr =

1.20 ns and τnr = 0.24 ns, respectively (see Appendix C2). The Purcell effect

[S19–S21] is not expected to modify the effective radiative recombination rate

in our sytem, mainly due to the large linewidth broadening of the emitters at

RT.[73] Therefore we have excluded this effect from our rate equations model.

We have used β, g and Ntr as fitting parameters and obtained β = 0.85, g =

1.495×10−11 cm2 and Ntr = 1.0×1014 cm−3. Using those values we can estimate

the pumping threshold:[50]

Rp,th = (1− β)
Nth

τr

+
Nth

τnr

(4.5)

Nth =
1

τcΓ
c
neff
g

+Ntr (4.6)
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where Rp,th and Nth are the pumping rate and the carrier density, respectively,

evaluated at threshold in the steady state. We have obtained Rp,th = 884.1 nW

and Nth = 11.1×1014 cm−3, which are consistent with the values extracted from

the linear fitting to experimental data.

4.4.6 Appendix D: Confinement factor Γ

The confinement factor (Γ) accounts for the matching between the active region

and the optical mode. The conventional definition of Γ assumes that the entire

active region is spectrally matched to the optical mode.[50] Nevertheless, that

statement is no longer valid when the active region consists of a set of QDs, be-

cause the inhomogeneous broadening of the QDs is much larger than the linewidth

of the cavity mode. Therefore, we have defined Γ as:

Γ = ξΓspatial (4.7)

where ξ is the spectral matching factor and Γspatial is given by:[50]

Γspatial =

∫
active

n2
aE

2d3r∫
cavity

n2E2d3r
(4.8)

where E2 is the electric field intensity of the cavity mode and na and n are the

refractive indexes of the active region and the host material, respectively.

Spectral matching: ξ

To determine ξ it is necessary a comparative analysis of the emission properties of

the ensemble of QDs with respect to the cavity mode. The analysis (not shown)

of the PL spectrum of the QD ensemble at RT reveals the presence of a family

of QDs centered in 1280 nm with an inhomogeneous linewidth of 23 meV.[36]

Considering a homogeneous broadening of the QDs at RT of 10 meV [74] only

those QDs within a spectral window of 10 meV around the fundamental mode

are expected to be spectrally matched to the cavity mode. The analysis, similar

to that of Ref. [19] shows that 60% of the QDs are spectrally matched to the

mode at RT, i. e., ξ = 0.6.
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Figure 4.5: Spatial distribution of the electric field (|E|2) of the funda-
mental mode of the L9 photonic crystal microcavity. (top) Planar view
(XY) in the mid–slab. (middle) XZ cross section through the center of the cav-
ity. (bottom) YZ cross section through the center of the cavity. The calculation
has been made for pitch, radius and slab thickness a = 350 nm, r = 105 nm and
d = 190 nm, respectively.

Spatial matching: Γspatial

To evaluate Γspatial we performed FDTD simulations varying the total number of

QDs within the cavity defect (N) in random positions. The spatial distribution

of the L9–fundamental mode profile is presented in Figure 4.5. We assumed that

every QD is independent on the others and that the final value results from the

sum of each of the individual contributions of the QDs. We modeled each QD as a

3D box with the same size than a single FDTD cell in X and Y axes and twice the

size of the FDTD cell in Z axis. The dimensions in X, Y and Z axes are LQD,x =

17.5 nm, LQD,y = 15.1 nm, and LQD,z = 9.5 nm. Those dimensions agree well

with experimental and theoretical estimations.[37] We used a statistical analysis

to evaluate the impact of the random character of the positions of the QDs on Γ.

One thousand random configurations for the QD positions were realized for each

of the systems containing N = 1, 3, 5, 10, 100, 200, 300 or 1000 QDs within the

defect. The value of E2 was evaluated in the position of every QD.
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Figure 4.6: Determination of the confinement factor for the fundamental
mode of the L9 photonic crystal microcavity with self–assembled QDs.
(a) Value of Γ for different configurations with N QDs (N = 1, 3, 5, 10, 100, 200,
300, 1000) in random positions. The green dashed line sets the maximum value
of Γ (Γmax = 0.07). (b) Statistical analysis of Γ from data in (a). The dashed
line is shown for guidance purposes. The green line sets the maximum number
of QDs that the cavity defect can host (Nmax ' 8000). The calculation has been
made for L9–PCMs with pitch, radius and slab thickness a = 350 nm, r = 105
nm and d = 190 nm, respectively. Error bars account for the statistical deviation
of the data.

The resulting confinement factor: Γ

The value of Γ was calculated from Equation 4.7. Since more than 70% of the cav-

ity mode is localized within the cavity defect, we have restricted the calculation to

the cavity defect. Figure 4.6a shows Γ for each of the 1000 random configurations.

Each configuration has N QDs inside the cavity defect. The large dispersion of

the results for configurations with a small amount of QDs (aprox. N < 100) is

attributed to the strong role of the position of the QDs with respect to the mode

profile distribution. As the number of QDs increases, Γ is less sensitive to the

random distribution of the QDs. The maximum value of Γ (Γ = 1) is achieved

when every spatial position where the mode profile is non–zero is occupied by a
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QD that is also spectrally tuned to the mode. That is expected to occur when

the amount of QDs in a single layer within the defect is as large as ∼105, i.e., the

averaged QD density on the wafer is ∼1013 cm−2. Neverthless the cavity defect

can only host a maximum number of QDs Nmax ' 8000 which corresponds to a

QD density of 3.8×107 cm−2. Therefore the maximum value of the confinement

factor is Γmax = 0.07. On the other side, Γ equals 0 when the active region is

either spatially located in the nodes and/or is not spectrally tuned to the mode.

In particular, for the determination of Γ in our case, it is necessary to evaluate

the number of QDs lying within the defect. We have performed transmission

electron microscopy (TEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) analysis (not

shown) to determine an averaged density of QDs of 1010 cm−2.[16] Therefore,

we have estimated the total number of QDs lying within the cavity defect to be

approximately 210 QDs and Γ = 0.0018 ± 0.0002.

4.4.7 Appendix E: Radiative (τr) and non radiative (τnr)

lifetimes

We have determined the radiative (τr) and the non radiative (τnr) lifetimes from

time resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) experiments (Figure 4.7) outside of

the cavities for a wide range of temperatures from 10 K to RT. Whereas at

low temperatures the total decay time (τ) can be related to radiative processes,

as the system reaches high temperatures the dynamics is rather governed by the

non radiative mechanisms. At temperatures below 180 K, the τ–values are within

1.20–1.6 ns and at T close to RT τ = 0.2 ns. Assuming that τr does not present

strong variations with T and
1

τ
=

1

τr

+
1

τnr

(4.9)

we have obtained τnr = 0.24 ns using τr = 1.20 ns.
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Figure 4.7: Determination of the radiative and non radiative lifetimes
from the total decay time. The plot shows the total decay time (τ) measured
by time–resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) as a function of the temperature
for an ensemble of the InAsSb QDs outside of the photonic crystal structures.
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4.5 On–going work

To get more insights on the optical properties of the devices at room tempera-

ture, we have designed and characterized cavities to operate at low temperature

(λ ∼ 1200 nm). At such low temperatures the analysis of the optical properties

of the QDs is more feasible and their behavior when embedded in appropriate

cavities will give as important information to go further with our devices operat-

ing at room temperature. Further work is necessary to implement the multimode

character of our L9–PCM on the rate equation model.
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5.1 Context & motivation

The field of cavity quantum electrodynamics (cQED) has proved to be a tool to

investigate quantum phenomena. One of the main applications has been in the

field of quantum information. Finite difference time domain (FDTD) is a suit-

able method to understanding the physical phenomena in realistic structures. A

method to properly establish the design of photonic crystal microcavities (PCMs)

is presented. The framework of the work is the finite difference time domain, in

which Maxwell equations are solved in the time domain.[75] Although the analy-

sis has been particularized for an L7–photonic crystal microcavity in InP with an

embedded quantum well, it is worth noting that the method can be generalized

to other systems with other materials and other quantum nanostructures, like

the Purcell effect in PCMs containing quantum wires (QWrs).[76, 65]

5.2 Contribution

My contributions in this work are:

• Set up of the parameters for the starting simulation by finite difference time

domain (FDTD) of the L7–PCM,

• Optimization of the convergence of the cold cavity in the FDTD simulation,

• Scripting for the determination of the quality factor of the cavities through

the discrete fourier transform (DFT),

• Discussion of the results.

5.3 Publication

5.3.1 Abstract

We provide a methodology for the study of a photonic crystal microcavity and a

quantum well (QW) in the strong coupling regime by finite difference in the time

domain. Numerical results for an InP L7 photonic crystal microcavity coupled

to an ideal QW are provided. A comparison of the time analysis processed by

the discrete Fourier transform, the Padé approximant, and harmonic inversion is
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presented to optimize the computation time. We present a method to solve the

uncertainty of the frequency spectrum depending on the starting time used in

the spectral analysis. The influence of the polarization anisotropy on the strong

coupling is studied. The Rabi splitting is exactly zero only when the induced

polarization in the quantum well is aligned with a field component incompatible

with the symmetry of the mode.

5.3.2 Introduction

There is an extensive number of devices based on the interaction between light and

fundamental excitations of matter. When such an interaction overcomes a certain

limit, the system enters into a coherent regime referred to as the strong coupling

regime (SCR). Since the first experimental observation by Weisbuch et al.[77] of

such regime in a planar microcavity embedding one or a few semiconductor quan-

tum wells (QWs), there has been an steep rise in the scientific and technological

advances in the field; see for instance the comprehensive monographes.[78, 79]

The SCR technology has reached a level of maturity that allows its integration

in more complex systems such as polaritonic integrated circuits. The design of

optical circuits requires powerful numerical modeling tools to parametrize the cir-

cuit elements in an accurate way. In the field of electrodynamics, and recently at

optical frequencies, the finite–difference time–domain method (FDTD) is among

the most employed numerical methods.[75] Establishing a proper methodology

for studying SCR systems by FDTD is the matter of this paper.

In this study, we present a numerical simulation of an L7 photonic crystal slab

microcavity (PCM) embedding a single QW. The L7 microcavity is the result of

removing seven consecutive holes of a row along the ΓK direction of a triangular

lattice photonic crystal, hence creating a defect. This defect breaks the in-plane

translational invariance. The impact on the photonic structure is the appearance

of a series of discrete photonic modes characterized by a spatially localized distri-

bution of its electric and magnetic fields. If the extension of the photonic crystal

in its perpendicular direction is truncated (case of a slab), the electromagnetic

field is confined in three dimensions as a result of the refractive index contrast.

An exciton in a QW is also confined in the perpendicular direction as a results

of the lack of translational invariance when compared to the semiconductor in

its bulk form. Given that the QW is embedded within the photonic slab, the

exciton would then also be sensitive to the holes of the photonic crystal. Such
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holes act as barriers of infinite height on the electronic potential, breaking also the

QW’s in–plane translational invariance.[80] However, the exciton in–plane radius

(typically of ∼10 nm in InAs/InP QWs[81, 82]) is significantly smaller than the

typical triangular lattice constant (∼400 nm as it will be shown in the following

sections) meaning that the quantization energies are expected to be very small.

Even though the exciton confinement is weak, its wave function and the cavity

modes are subject to an effective potential resembling the in–plane pattern, which

formally means that both exhibit the same dimensionality making it possible to

build up coherent polariton states.[80]

A similar system to that discussed here consists of a micropillar bounded

by two distributed Bragg mirrors (DBM) embedding one or a few QWs at the

antinode of the defect mode.[83] In this type of structure the cavity modes and

exciton states are also confined in three dimensions. An in depth theoretical study

of this system was reported by Panzarini and Andreani.[84] The authors noted

that all photonic modes successfully couple with the exciton states once their

relative difference in energy (detuning) is small enough. This happens because

the quantization energies of the excitons are very small, and the exciton resonance

can be seen as being composed of many degenerated states. However, the coupling

is only significant when their respective quantum numbers take the same value.

Therefore, by sweeping the micropillar radius a different mode couples efficiently

to one of the exciton states of the degenerate energy level once their respective

energies get close enough. Such behaviour is characteristic of a system which

lacks of translational invariance, where the wave vector matching condition is not

valid anymore.

We have adopted here a semi–classical approach, where the coupling between

the QW and the PCM is accounted for implicitly by describing the fundamental

exciton resonance as a Lorentzian–medium (full details are presented in Section

5.3.3).[85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90] The phenomenology to be presented responds to a

dynamic or AC Stark effect, i.e., the effect of a rapidly varying field on a two–

state system. In contrast to an accurate fully quantum treatment[84, 80, 91, 92],

we assume that there always exists an exciton state with the same spatial exten-

sion as the QW that couples with the cavity modes if the energies of the states

match. Our approach to the problem is that of a model study. To that end, we

have used ideal parameters for the QW that serve for discussing specific physical

situations. Perhaps, the most idealized parameter in this work is the exciton res-
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onance linewidth. The exciton linewidth in InGaAs/GaAs QWs can been found

between 2.7 meV in early experimental results on strong–coupling systems[86]

to reach values smaller than 0.6 meV.[93] However, for InGaAs/InP QWs with

emission at 1.5 µm the smallest exciton linewidth reported so far is 5.3 meV[94],

further reduced to 3.5 meV in the presence of a magnetic field by removing the

free carrier contribution to the broadening[95]. In the numerical computations

presented in this paper, we have considered exciton linewidths smaller than 2

meV. However, the main conclusions of the study are not affected by this choice.

We have performed the simulation of the coupled system with a commer-

cial software[39] to show that it is possible to identify the most characteristic

features of a system in the SCR without the need of developing a customized

solution. This is not the first time that a PCM coupled to a dipole is studied by

FDTD.[96, 97] However, in these studies the system damping rates of the dipole

and PCM mode are greater than the characteristic coupling, the system being in

the weak coupling regime (WCR). The authors aim at system features of partic-

ular interest for laser applications. Recently, Taniyama et al. explored the SCR

of a two–level system coupled to an L3-PCM by FDTD.[98] In their model, the

initial condition of the calculation is the current density of a dipole correspond-

ing to a Lorentz–like dispersive medium, as described by the auxiliary differential

equation method.[75] Then, the dipole describing the two–level system serves as

excitation source in the FDTD calculation. Our model is implicitly equivalent to

that developed by Taniyama et al. We also describe the QW as a Lorentz–like

dispersive medium, but we use an additional dipole to set the initial conditions.

As a result of this approach, we are free to choose the properties of the excitation

source in the FDTD simulation, e.g. position, bandwidth, etc. In the particular

case of studying the stationary solution of Maxwell’s equations, the excitation

source should play the role of a fictitious source that injects its energy into the

system without interacting with it. As we will see in the following section, H.

Taniyama’s approach results more appropriate for strictly studying the coupling

between the PCM and the exciton dipole, while ours can in principle be general-

ized to a broader type of problems, although we limited ourselves here to using a

dipole as the excitation source. The key issue tackled here lies in the freedom of

choosing the excitation source. It introduces an uncertainty in determining the

right time origin to perform the spectral analysis. There is a transient time, in

principle unknown, between the injection of the energy and the start of the co-
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Figure 5.1: Scheme including all the elements of the model. Schematics of
the modeled suspended L7–photonic crystal microcavity embedding a quantum
well. Boundary conditions along X, Y and Z are used considering the symmetry
of the cavity fundamental mode.

herent oscillation of the coupled PCM and QW. We will show that such difficulty

can be easily overcome using the harmonic inversion method[99] for the spectral

analysis. We further prove that we are able to reproduce the characteristic spec-

tral features of a system in the SCR, namely the doublet spectral structure, the

vacuum Rabi splitting maximum at equal damping rate and the anti–crossing as a

function of the energy detuning. We close the study by exploring the dependence

of the vacuum Rabi splitting on the polarization of the exciton dipole.

5.3.3 Theoretical model and time–signal analysis

Model details

The optical resonances of the PCM as well as those of the PCM embedding a QW

are obtained by means of the FDTD method. The implementation of the FDTD

adopted in the present work corresponds to that of the commercial package FDTD

Solutions.[39] In Figure 5.1 we present a scheme of the PCM together with the

simulation box and the symmetry planes for the sake of clarity. All the details of

the simulation are described in the Appendix 5.3.6.

It is well established that within the linear response theory the polarization
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induced in a nanostructure has a nonlocal character. It extends farther out from

the nanostructure limits as a result of the exciton wave function penetration into

the confining barrier.[100, 101, 102] Nevertheless, the local response theory was

applied for the first time to study the SCR of barium atoms by Zhu et al.[103]

Since then, it has been proven to be quite successful in modelling planar–like

microcavities embedding QWs.[85, 86, 87, 90] In our model the QW is represented

by a layer located at the centre of the slab with a local permittivity described by

the functional form:[104]

ε(ω) = ε∞

(
1 +

~ωLT

EX0 − ~ω − iΓX0/2

)
,

where ~ωLT =
1

4πε0

2π~2e2

ε∞mEX0LQW

f

S
,

(5.1)

being ~ωLT the effective longitudinal/transverse splitting and, ε0 and ε∞ the vac-

uum and background permittivity, respectively; the Lorentzian–like resonance is

centered at the exciton energy EX0 presenting a linewidth ΓX0 . The exciton os-

cillator strength per unit area is f/S in a quantum well of width LQW. Finally,

e and m are the free electron charge and mass. For the sake of simplicity in

the discussion of the results, we assume that ε∞ takes the same value as that

of InP. Otherwise, only a small rigid shift of the spectral response would be ex-

pected given that LQW � d. As we are interested in the interaction of the PCM

fundamental mode with the QW, we will consider the parameters of Eq. 5.1 to

take empirical values. It is out of the scope of the present paper to perform a

calculation of the QW electronic structure. This particular expression for de-

scribing the ground state of the exciton resonance of a QW (also known as 1s

exciton), has been employed successfully for describing the polariton dispersion

in photonic crystals [89] and, very recently, by Liscidini et al. in studying guided

Bloch surface wave polaritons.[90]

We are leaving out of consideration the interaction of polaritons with other ex-

citations of the solid, such as phonons or other polaritons. These interactions are

the most effective channels of thermalization available to an eventual population

of polaritons formed by a nonresonant optical excitation or electrical excitation.[?]

The polariton–polariton interaction resulting from the coulomb interaction be-

tween the excitonic part of the quasiparticle plays a key role in physical systems

such as polariton lasers.[105] In contrast, the polariton–electron interaction is a
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very effective mechanism in cooling a polariton population down to its ground

state giving rise to a Bose–Einstein condensate.[106] Finally the polariton–phonon

scattering plays also an important role in thermalizing the ”hot” polaritons along

the exciton dispersion curve, which is crucial for explaining the photolumines-

cence spectra.[107, 108] In summary, our approach is only valid to provide a

picture of a fully thermalized system.

A systematic approach of light–matter interaction effects where electron–hole

pair excitations, their many–body interactions with material excitations and their

coupling to the light field are treated on equal footing requires of very sophisti-

cated microscopic models[109, 110, 111]. In combination with the FDTD method,

some examples can be found in the literature, where the gain media is described

by means of rate equations.[112, 97, 113].

Time–signal analysis

A very important part of the work relies on an accurate analysis of the electric field

time evolution. Therefore, we devote the following lines to this particular issue.

The solution of Maxwell’s equations obtained by FDTD contains the electric and

magnetic field spatial and temporal distribution. Photonic devices are commonly

defined in terms of their spectral response. Therefore it is necessary to express

this solution in frequency, i.e., to compute its Fourier transform. We will show

in the next section that FDTD predicts quality factors (Q factor) of ∼75000

for InP L7-PCMs ringing at ∼1.5 µm, meaning resonances of ∼0.2 Å linewidth.

Profiling such sharp peak would require sampling frequencies smaller than ∼1

GHz. The time step at the wavelengths of interest is∼0.1 fs, which would result in

a simulation time of 1 ns or 107 time steps. Three approaches have been followed

in this work to mitigate this computational burden: (i) discrete Fourier transform

(DFT), (ii) harmonic inversion (HI) and (iii) Padé–Baker approximant (PBA). In

the first case, the resonance position is located by direct inspection of the Fourier

spectra. An error as big as the frequency resolution is expected. The Q factor

is determined by fitting the curve to an exponentially damped signal.[39] The HI

relies on fitting the signal to a superposition of harmonic signals, from which the

resonance position and damping constant can be extracted.[99] We perform this

task by means of the publicly available implementation Harminv.[114] The PBA

approach exploits the ability of the Padé approximant to reproduce a function

expressed as a power series. Our implementation relies on the Baker recursion
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formula, as in [?]. From the computation of the approximant, the position and

the width of the peaks can be easily and accurately determined, either by direct

inspection or by fitting to Lorentzian curves.

Time–signal analysis of two oscillators

The analysis of the time signal of more than one harmonic oscillator presents a few

difficulties that require clear identification to avoid misinterpretations. In FDTD

simulations using a nonphysical excitation source, it is important to analyze the

time signal once the energy of that source has been completely transferred to the

elements of the simulation. Therefore, if the time signal analysis is taken over

the whole of the simulation time, the spectral information of the source would be

brought into the final field spectrum distorting the final result. A time window

filtering is implicitly applied over the field components being monitored before

moving to the frequency domain. We will see in Section 5.3.3 that depending on

the starting time of the window, the final spectrum profile might notably change.

We will derive here a few expressions corresponding to the power spectrum of the

time signal of two harmonic oscillators filtered by a time window. Such a filter

represents the starting time of monitoring and the final simulation time. The

expressions depend on parameters that in the following sections will be used to fit

the spectrum of two coupled oscillators representing the cavity mode and exciton

resonance. The bounds of the time window are a key point to be considered when

a time signal produced by more than one oscillator is analyzed, in particular the

starting time, i.e., the lower bound.

In general, the electric field resulting from an FDTD simulation of a PCM

fundamental mode can be described as a single harmonic oscillator:

f(t) = Θ(t− ti)Θ(tf − t)Aei(ω0t+φ+iαt), (5.2)

where Θ(x) represents the step function and serves to filter the field signal between

the time ti and tf . The field oscillations are characterized by an amplitude A, a

frequency ω0, a phase origin φ and a damping constant α. For simplicity, we will

neglect from the analysis the upper limit of the time window tf , which is fully

justified as long as it is much bigger than 2π/ω0. Under these considerations, the
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Fourier transform of Eq. 5.2 is:

F (ω) = Aeiφ
e−iti(ω−ω0−iα)

α + i(ω − ω0)
, (5.3)

and its power spectrum:

P (ω) = F (ω)F ∗(ω) = A2e−2tiα
1

α2 + (ω − ω0)2
. (5.4)

In the case of a time signal resulting of the superposition of two oscillators f(t) =

f1(t)+f2(t), its power spectrum can be casted as P (ω)= P1(ω)+P2(ω)+Pc(ω)+P ∗c (ω),

with Pc(ω)=F1(ω) F ∗2 (ω). The explicit expression of Pc(ω) for two general os-

cillators contains many terms that make the discussion difficult. For the sake of

simplicity, we consider here two identical oscillators detuned one to each other by

a frequency shift ∆ and equal phase origin:

Pc(ω) = A2e−2tiαe−iti∆
[

1

α + i(ω − ω0)

1

α− i(ω − ω0 −∆)

]
. (5.5)

The time ti not only appears as a damping term as in Eq. 5.4, but also introduces

a relative phase that would change the shape of the spectra depending on which

portion of the time signal f(t) is Fourier transformed. This change in phase

introduces a serious difficulty if one employs direct spectrum analysis methods as

DFT or PBA, while it should not pose any trouble to HI–like methods. We will

go more deeply into this in the next section.

In practice, it is very difficult to determine the value of ti in an FDTD cal-

culation. Time–domain methods start by exciting one or few artificial sources

and follow by letting the time to evolve until all the energy from that sources is

fully transferred to the physical system–in our case, the fundamental mode of an

L7–PCM. Therefore, there is not an exact time point at which the field oscilla-

tion starts, but a transitory time lapse. In order to get an accurate description

of the power spectrum from the time signal, we have proceeded by making a

nonlinear fit of PBA to P (ω) for the L7–PCM embedding a QW system. As we

will see in the next section, a very good agreement is found with HI’s output.

The nonlinear regression has been performed using the self–adapting differential

evolution algorithm[115] as implemented in the open–source optimization toolbox

PyGMO.[116]
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5.3.4 Results and Discussion

The numerical results have been obtained for a single InP L7-PCM of r/a = 0.27

with a lattice parameter a = 410 nm and a slab thickness d = 237 nm. This

system has been studied in the past by some of us.[20] The dielectric constant of

the InP layer is set to εInP = ε∞ = 10.1, i.e., its value at λ = 1458 nm.[117] We

have disregarded any dispersion of the InP given that we are looking at narrow–

band effects. The QW excitonic resonance is tuned to the PCM fundamental

mode. For the oscillator strength we have chosen the representative value of

f/S = 5×1012 cm−2 and LQW = 4 nm. The rest of material parameters are

chosen to meet the specific needs of the matter being discussed.

Spectral properties of InP L7-PCM

In what follows, we use the InP L7–PCM without QW as a testbed for com-

paring the results of the time analysis algorithms introduced in the preceding

section, namely PBA, HI and DFT. The comparison is made from a simulation

evolved for 75 ps at a time step of 0.026 fs. The first two methods put to test

agree on a value ~ω0 = 847.667 meV for the fundamental resonance of the Ey

component, while DFT finds that resonance at 847.656 meV, i.e., a relative shift

of 0.001%. This error is completely negligible when compared with the reported

experimental values of the vacuum Rabi splitting for analogous systems[118, 119].

The corresponding quality factor values are: 77790 (DFT), 77790.8 (PBA) and

77796.4 (HI). The differences are again very small. However, a simulation of 75

ps takes significant computational resources (∼2.9×106 time steps).

In order to establish a suitable simulation time we have studied the dependence

of the resonance position and quality factor as a function of this parameter. The

resonance position is well reproduced by all methods even for times as short as

1 ps. The convergence of the quality factor is shown in Figure 5.2 panel (a).

DFT and PBA methods show very good convergence with respect to the value

obtained for a 75 ps simulation. However, HI shows a fast oscillating behaviour

and a much larger error. Indeed, we have multiplied its relative error y a factor

4×10−4 to bring it to scale. Such convergence difficulties of the HI method are

already reported in the literature.[120] The power spectrum corresponding to

the fundamental defect mode of the PCM is shown in Fig. 5.2(b). The spectra

corresponding to two cases are displayed. The first is a simulation of 3 ps, where
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Figure 5.2: Analysis of the quality factor of the cavity fundamental
mode. (a) Quality factor relative error with respect to its value at 75 ps. The
results corresponding to the HI method are multiplied by a factor 4×10−4. (b)
Comparison of the fundamental resonance power spectrum obtained by applying
DFT of the Ey component simulated during 75 ps (dot line) with the spectra
obtained by PBA (solid line) and HI (dashed line) of Ey simulated for 3 ps.
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Figure 5.3: Quality factor of the cavity fundamental mode in an absorb-
ing medium. Impact of a nonzero imaginary part of the dielectric constant of
the InP material on the quality factor of the fundamental mode (solid red line)
and on its resonance position (dashed blue line).

the power spectrum of the Ey component is obtained by HI and PBA methods.

The second is of the same field component but simulated for 75 ps and obtained

by DFT. The interpolation power of HI and PBA methods is evidenced in the

plot. Even after ∼2.9×106 time–step calculation, the DFT method can only

roughly reproduce the spectrum, otherwise, clearly outlined by HI and PBA of a

3 ps signal.

We close the part of the work devoted to the empty cavity by studying the

effect of changing the imaginary part of the InP dielectric constant. We show in

Fig. 5.3 that changing Im{εInP} between 1 × 10−3 and 0.2, affects greatly the

Q factor, while preserving almost unaffected the resonance position. Indeed, it

experiences a variation of 88 µeV, i.e., a 0.01% relative change. This result will let

us tune the Q factor of our cavity at will, allowing us to study the dependence of

the Rabi frequency on the PCM losses. We address this problem in the following

sections.
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Figure 5.4: Doublet on the L7–photonic crystal microcavity embedding
a quantum well. (a) Normalized power spectrum obtained by the PBA method
taking different initial times ti up–to 1500 fs of an InP L7–PCM embedding a QW
of EX0 = 847.657 meV, ΓX0 = 0.5 meV (in logarithmic scale in inset). (b) Similar
to (a) but for an InP with Im{εInP} =6×10−3 (≈0.5 meV linewidth) embedding a
QW of ΓX0 = 5.0 meV. (c) Similar to (b), except the power spectrum is obtained
by the HI method.

Spectral properties of InP L7-PCM embedding a QW

The insertion of a QW at the centre of the PCM has a notable impact on the

power spectrum. If the QW emission is close to resonance with one of the defect

modes of the PCM and the excitonic lifetime is long enough, the single peaked

spectrum of Fig. 5.2(b) becomes a doublet, as shown in Fig. 5.4(a). We first

consider the case of a QW defined by an exciton energy of 847.657 meV and a

linewidth of 0.5 meV. The contour plot represents the power spectra obtained

by the PBA method windowing the Ey component of the electric field values

at different times ti. The two parallel straight lines of the contour plot denote

the two resonances associated to the vacuum Rabi splitting. The two peaks

are located at 850.652 and 844.717 meV, with FWHM 0.252 and 0.255 meV,

respectively. Hence, the Rabi splitting results to be 5.935 meV. This value is

consistent with the experimental values reported for comparable systems, five

QWs in GaAs[118] and three QWs in InP.[119] However, a detailed study should

be made before extracting any quantitative conclusion because these experimental

systems contain a few QWs and we have considered only one (see Chapter 4 of

Ref.[121] for particularities on this matter). In addition, the optical properties

of InGaAsP/InP QWs emitting at 1.5 µm are different from those operating at

shorter wavelengths (0.835 µm in [118] and 0.911 µm in [119]). In Section 5.3.3

we worked on the analytical expression of the power spectrum of two oscillators.
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There, we found that the power spectrum could exhibit a strong dependence

on the starting time of the data–window applied to the electric field signal (see

Eq. 5.5). The two main effects are (i) an exponential damping of the spectra

(second factor in r.h.s of Eq. 5.5) and (ii) a phase difference (third factor in

the same equation). The damping is unnoticeable because we have normalized

the spectra for the sake of clarity; otherwise the spectra doublet structure would

become blurred. The impact of the phase difference between resonators is very

faint for this system. It is however not fully negligible, as can be appreciated in

the log plot shown in the inset of the figure, but it is safe to be ignored in the

present case. The situation just described clearly depicts an SCR. By increasing

the damping rates, we are weakening the coupling. We have increased the losses

in the InP slab and also increased the exciton linewidth. The results shown in

Fig. 5.4(b) remarkably contrast with those of Fig. 5.4(a). The two thin straight

lines have turned into two broad resonances which get closer and farther apart as

ti changes. It is now difficult to identify the value of the vacuum Rabi splitting,

given that the distance between the peaks oscillates. Even though one could think

that the HI method could be more insensitive to ti, we show in Fig. 5.4(c) that

a similar result is obtained, but with a phase shift. The two white straight lines

indicate the frequency of the two harmonics identified by the HI method at each

ti. The fact that the fitted resonance positions do not change with ti supports

the hypothesis that the waving structure of the contour plot has its origin on

the phase difference introduced by it (see Eq. 5.5). Thus, in principle no more

elements need to be introduced to understand the results shown so far.

To retrieve the whole of the information from the FDTD calculation, we have

fitted the spectra located at the white lines of Fig. 5.4(b) to the general P (ω)

expression derived in the previous section (the damping constants of both oscil-

lators are not set equal anymore). The minimized objective function is defined

as:

fobj =
∑
i

∑
j

∣∣∣∣ Pti,i(ωj)

max(Pti,i(ω))
−

Sti,i(ωj)

max(Sti,i(ω))

∣∣∣∣2 , (5.6)

where Sti,i(ωj) represents the contour plot values of Fig. 5.4(b) at the discrete

points defined by ti,i and ωj. The function Pti(ω) is defined by an amplitude A,

frequency ω0, phase φ and damping rate α for each of the two oscillators. As

initial guess we set the parameters of the oscillators equal to those obtained from

the HI method at ti=540 fs, except for φ which is set to zero to not bias the
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fitting process. Details of the fitting procedure appear in Appendix 5.3.6. From

the comparison of the optimal parameters and those found by the HI method,

we can conclude that the two oscillators were accurately determined already by

the HI method. This was anticipated above, when we discussed the resonances

frequencies in Fig. 5.4(c) and we found that they were insensitive to ti.

One of the main results is the optimal value of ti,0, i.e., the ti of the first fitted

line: 119 fs. This means that the spectrum obtained by transforming the electric

field from ti,0 onwards can be reproduced by the spectrum of two oscillators just

by applying the corresponding time shift. Hence, the waving pattern can be

reproduced by the power spectrum of the simple model. Now we can finally

show the evolution of the power spectrum from ti = 0 onwards. The contour

plot in Fig. 5.5(a) shows that evolution. It contains the power spectrum of the

two oscillators model with the optimal parameters. The pattern obtained as a

function of ti can be reproduced without introducing any frequency shift, only the

interference Pc(ω) terms suffice. The quality of the fit can graphically be attained

by visual comparison of the region bounded within the two straight white lines

and Fig. 5.4(b). The time scale is displayed in terms of the detuning parameter

∆ (5.496 meV) to evidence the periodic character of the function predicted in

Eq. 5.5. In the same Figure we have also included |Ey(t)| in logarithmic scale

as a semi–transparent layer at the left hand side to show the correlation between

the power spectrum features and the actual electric field beating at the Rabi

frequency. The spectrum obtained by setting ti = 0 is shown in Fig. 5.5(b). The

solid line corresponds to P (ω) at ti = 0 calculated from the optimal values for

the oscillator parameters. Analogously, the dot symbols represent the spectrum

taking as input parameters the results of the HI method but setting φ1 = φ2 = 0,

i.e., the starting values of the optimization process. Both curves agree very well

on the shape of the spectrum, in terms of peak positions and linewidth. We also

show the power spectrum obtained by the PBA method as square symbols taking

ti = 458.2 fs. This is the time origin determined by the fitting procedure (more

details are reported in Appendix 5.3.6). The agreement on the power spectrum

profile between the HI and PBA methods and the simple analytical model is

clearly seen in the plot. Therefore, we can conclude that in order to retrieve the

power spectrum from the output of the FDTD simulation it is enough to analyze

the time series with the HI method, but disregarding the phase information.

Indeed, in what follows we use this procedure in retrieving the frequency spectra
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Figure 5.5: Analysis of the Rabi splitting on the L7–photonic crystal
microcavity embedding a quantum well. (a) Contour plot of Pti(ω) gener-
ated with the parameters obtained after fitting the ten spectra indicated in Fig.
5.4(b) (see text for further details). The partial transparent plot at the left–hand
side corresponds to |Ey| shown in logarithmic scale. (b) Power spectrum obtained
from the P (ω) expression setting ti = 0 (solid line), by the HI method removing
the phase difference information (dot symbols) and by the PBA method (square
symbols) taking as ti the time origin derived from the fitting.
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Figure 5.6: Rabi splitting as a function of the linewidth, the oscillator
strength and the detuning. (a) Dependence of the Rabi splitting on ΓX0 for
ΓPh = 0.5 meV (red dots) and on ΓPh for ΓX0 = 0.5 meV (blue dots). The solid
lines represent the fitting to a two–oscillators model (see text). Light red and blue
lines indicate the evolution of the linewidth of the Rabi doublets on the respective
Γ parameters. (b) Evolution of the Rabi splitting with the oscillator strength by
unit area f/S for ΓX0 = ΓPh = 0.5 meV (red dots). The solid line is the result
of a fitting to a square root law. (c) Contour plot of the power spectrum as a
function of the detuning. Each spectrum is normalized. The white dots indicate
the maxima of the Rabi doublet.

from the FDTD simulations.

Analysis of the system parameters

In the previous sections we have outlined the methodology to obtain the power

spectrum of the electric field in the coupled system PCM–QW. In what follows,

we show that this methodology is able to describe the characteristic features of

a system in the SCR. We start the analysis by showing the dependence of the

Rabi splitting and peaks linewidth on the cavity and QW losses, i.e., the prob-

lem parameters ΓX0 and ΓPh. In Figure 5.6(a), we show this dependence with red

dots and blue squares, respectively. In both cases, the complementary linewidth

is kept fixed to 0.5 meV. We also show the evolution of the peak linewidth with

lines plotted in lighter colors. The two main characteristic features of this Figure

are (i) Rabi splitting exhibits a maximum exactly at ΓX0 = ΓPh = 0.5 meV and

(ii) the linewidth of each peak is (ΓX0 + ΓPh)/2. Both results are predicted by

any of the models reported in the literature where the coupling of bosonic exci-

tations are object of study; see, for example, [100, 101, 122]. A less rigorous but
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more intuitive derivation of the frequency and linewidth of the resulted coupled

system can be retrieved following the quantum mechanics textbook of C. Cohen-

Tannoudji et al.[123] Let us assume a system of two levels coupled by a purely

nondiagonal perturbation g, the eigenvalues of such system are:

E± =
1

2
(E1 + E2)±

√(
E1 − E2

2

)2

+ g2, (5.7)

where E1 and E2 are the energies of the unperturbed levels. Now, let us suppose

that the levels are unstable being characterized by the lifetime τi = ~/Γi. To take

into account the fact that the two levels are not isolated but are part of a larger

system–i.e., that they exhibit losses–it is formally sufficient to introduce complex

energies: E → E − iΓ/2. After transforming Eq. (5.7), the final energies of the

coupled system become

E± =
E1 + E2

2
− iΓ1 + Γ2

4
±

√(
E1 − E2

2
+ i

Γ2 − Γ1

4

)2

+ g2. (5.8)

The linewidth can be derived from the time–energy uncertainty ∆E ' ~/τ = Γ,

i.e., ∆E ' 2Im{E±}. After fitting the symbols to the real part of Eq. 5.8, we

obtain g = 2.96976±7×10−5 meV and ΓPh = 0.491±0.004 meV for the case of

varying ΓX0 (dots) and g = 2.9697±1×10−4 meV and ΓX0 = 0.519±0.006 meV

for the case of varying ΓPh (squares). The results are in very good agreement

with the input parameters showing that the actual numerical results follow the

expected theoretical behaviour.

At the condition of maximum coupling, i.e., ΓX0 = ΓPh, the Rabi splitting

is only a function of the oscillator strength and the cavity photon confinement,

as noted by Houdré et al., [124]. To show that our numerical calculation indeed

reproduces such reasoning, we have computed the Rabi splitting as a function of

f/S. These results and the fitting to a square root law are shown in Fig. 5.6(b).

The same calculation was performed by Taniyama et al. [98] to show the square

root dependence on the oscillator strength.

The final footprint of a system in the SCR addressed in this section is the anti–

crossing of the upper and lower polariton branches as a function of the detuning

between the excitonic and the microcavity mode resonances. To this end we have

performed a series of simulations where we have varied EX0 without modifying
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the microcavity. In Figure 5.6(c) we show a contour plot composed of the power

spectra at different detuning values. In this calculations we have set ΓX0 = 0.5

meV and ΓPh =0.011 meV (Im{εInP} = 0). The abscissa axis is normalized to

the Rabi splitting ∆R = 5.935 meV. In the contour plot it is possible to recognize

very easily the aforementioned anti–crossing together with the increase in the

spectrum broadening as the detuning approaches zero. In this calculation, the

exciton line fades out as the detuning increases, since we are feeding light into

the microcavity. To help the reader in identifying the anti–crossing character, we

have introduced two white dotted lines pointing to the two maxima of the spectra

at each detuning value.

Impact of the QW polarization anisotropy

As is usually the case, we have assumed that the QW behaves electromagnetically

as an in–plane isotropic material, i.e.,

D = ε

1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 0

E, (5.9)

meaning that the induced QW polarization lies always within the QW’s growth

plane. This is usually the case in QWs given the small mixing between the heavy

and light hole bands.[125] In this final section, we will address the question of

how would impact an eventual QW material anisotropy on the Rabi splitting.

We will consider only the case of a diagonal dielectric function:

εij(ω) = ε∞ +

cosϕ sin θ 0 0

0 sinϕ sin θ 0

0 0 cos θ

 ε∞~ωLT

EX0 − ~ω − iΓ/2
. (5.10)

This is just a modification of Eq. 5.1 to introduce the tensor character. The

angles ϕ and θ are the azimuth and polar angles, respectively. We are implicitly

assuming that the QW material principal axes are parallel to the Cartesian axes

of the L7–PCM.

In Figure 5.7(a), we show in foreground a polar plot of the Rabi splitting as

a function of the azimuth angle for θ = π/2. We have considered ΓX0 = 0.5

meV and ΓPh = 0.011 meV (Im{εInP} = 0) in this calculation. The value of the
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Figure 5.7: Rabi splitting as a function of the dipole orientation. (a) Rabi
splitting as a function of the azimuth of the dipole orientation. The white dotted
circle is of radius equal to the maximum value of the Rabi splitting, denoted by
the diagonal red line. In background, the |E|2 is plotted. The white line points
to the azimuth π/4, along which |E|2 is plotted in (b). In foreground of (b) we
show the Rabi splitting as a function of the polar angle inscribed inside of a white
circle of radius equal to the maximum of the Rabi splitting. The two horizontal
white lines indicate the slab interfaces.
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Rabi splitting is derived from the spectral analysis of the Ey field component.

To facilitate the comparison, we have inscribed the polar plot inside a circle of

the same radius as the maximum Rabi splitting, ∆R = 5.958 meV. This value

corresponds to a orientation of the in–plane dipole of ϕ = 54◦ and it is slightly

higher even than that obtained at maximum coupling in Fig. 5.6(a). In order

to identify the origin of such an increase in the coupling when the polarization

points along this direction, we have represented in background a schema of the

L7 microcavity top–view together with a dashed line oriented 54◦ with respect

to the X–axis. It is certainly intriguing that this angle does not coincide either

with the symmetry angle of the underlying triangular photonic crystal (π/3) or

with the angle connecting the maximum field intensity |E|2 (π/4) (shown in the

figure background for the sake of completeness). Looking more carefully at the

electric field orientation angle at each node of the mesh, it is possible to calculate

its average value as ϕ = arctan(
∑

i |Ey(ri)| /
∑

i |Ex(ri)|) = 53.53◦. Hence, the

increase in the Rabi splitting coincides with the alignment of the dipole with

the electric field. In addition, it is worth mentioning that the power spectrum

of the Ey component exhibits a Rabi doublet even in the case that the dipole is

oriented along the X-axis. It is well known that the fundamental defect mode of

an L7-PCM is polarized in the far–field along the Y -axis[126]. Hence, one can

not derive from this fact any sort of selection rule on whether the exciton dipole

would or would not couple to the fundamental mode. Any in–plane orientation of

the dipole would result in a strong coupling of QW–PCM given that Ex and Ey

components are different from zero. This is not the case of θ 6= π/2. For an ideal

L7–PCM the fundamental defect mode has an exact zero Ez component in the

XY plane at z = 0, i.e., in the area occupied by the QW. Therefore as we reduce

the in–plane projection of the dipole by making θ approach zero, the field–matter

coupling would reduce accordingly. This is confirmed in Fig. 5.7(b), where we

show a polar plot of the Rabi splitting for ϕ = π/4. The maximum value is

achieved when the dipole lies in the XY –plane and it reduces in a nonlinear way

as θ reaches zero. As Figure 5.7(a), we show a slice cut of |E|2 in background.

It can be easily appreciated that the field intensity is maximum in the direction

contained in the XY –plane. Along the Z direction it is not zero, but in this case

the actual meaningful magnitude is the value of the Ez component. These results

show that the strong coupling is quite robust to the orientation of the dipole,

only at θ = 0 does the coupling vanish exactly.
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5.3.5 Conclusions

We have presented a careful study on the simulation of a PCM embedding a

QW within the local linear response theory by FDTD. We have shown that the

analysis of the time domains electric field of a coupled system is far from being

straightforward. Depending on the damping rates of the cavity mode and exciton

resonances, the power spectrum greatly depends on the time window employed

in the frequency transform of the signal. Moreover, the time windowing of the

electric field time evolution also distorts the spectrum obtained through the HI

method. Fitting the results to the analytical expression of the Fourier transform

of two harmonic oscillators, we have successfully identified that the dependence

of the spectra structure on the initial time has its origin on a phase difference

between the oscillators. After establishing the methodology for the frequency

analysis, we have successfully characterized the PCM–QW system in the SCR.

Finally, we have seen that even though the far field of the fundamental mode of

an L7–PCM is linearly polarized, the coupling takes place for any orientation of

the material excitonic polarization.

5.3.6 Appendix

Numerical details

We have included in this appendix the numerical details needed to reproduce the

results shown in this paper with the FDTD Solutions software. The different

elements of the simulation are depicted in Figure 5.1 for the sake of clarity. Per-

fectly matching layer (PML) boundary conditions are imposed at the simulation

box. The meshing of the structure is defined by three domains: the slab inter-

face, the QW interface and the air regions. The slab and QW interface regions

are discretized by means of a uniform mesh to ensure, first, that the holes of the

triangular lattice are depicted by the same number of points (∆x = a/nx and

∆y = a sin(π/3)/ny), and second, that the slab and QW interface lie exactly at

half height of a Yee cell to minimize the impact of refractive index interpolations

across the surfaces. The air regions are discretized by a nonuniform mesh along

the Z direction to minimize the number of nodes in the calculation. Subcell ac-

curacy is brought into the model by enabling a conformal meshing. Finally, to

speed up the computation only one eighth of the whole structure is actually dis-

cretized by adding two symmetric planes (Y Z and XY ) and one antisymmetric
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plane (ZX), i.e., compatible with the fundamental mode symmetry.[20]

The dimensions of the simulation box are defined as 7 times the slab thickness

d in height, and 25 times the lattice constant in the X direction and 18 holes rows

in the Y directions. The uniform meshing is defined by nx = ny = 20 and ∆z = 4

nm.

The excitation source is a magnetic dipole oscillating at 205 THz, with 100

fs of pulse length, 250 fs of offset and 5 THz of bandwith for the L7 bare cavity

simulation. For the coupled system we have reduced the bandwidth of the source

to avoid the excitation of higher energy cavity modes, being the source settings:

205 THz frequency, with 150 fs of pulse length, 350 fs of offset and 2.94 THz

of bandwith. The value of the electric field at the cutoff is about four orders

of magnitude weaker than at the maximum, concluding that no artifacts are

introduced in the simulation. The soruce is displaced from the origin of the

simulation and located at an antinode of the Hz component to maximize the

coupling with the mode. Due to the symmetry planes introduced in the model

there are actually eight sources injecting light into the PCM. The time monitor is

placed close to the origin, where the Ey field component presents an antinode.[20]

If not said otherwise, the starting time is 540 fs and the stop time 3000 fs with a

sampling rate of 0.41 fs.

Fitting details

The optimization process is initiated with the set of parameters obtained from

the HI analysis. Let us denote the set of parameters for each oscillator by the

array {A, ~ω0, ~α/π, φ}, A being the amplitude, ω0 the resonance frequency, φ

the phase origin and α the damping rate. The starting values of the parameters

are: {118, 844.934, 2.75, 0} and {123, 850.430, 2.71, 0} for the oscillators. The

frequency and damping rate are expressed in milli–electron volts. The time ti of

each of the curves being fitted is ti,i = t0 + i∆t, with t0 = 577.6 fs and ∆t = 75.12

fs. The optimization algorithm returns the following set of oscillators related

parameters at the minimum of fobj: {152, 844.967, 2.77, 0} and {157, 850.409,

2.71, 0}. The ti,i values found by the optimizer are almost equally spaced, with

t0 = 119.4 fs and the mean ∆t 75 fs with a mean deviation of 8 fs. The physical

meaning of t0 is related to the time–lapse at which the cavity mode and exciton

start to beat coherently, which can be located around 119 fs before ti,0, i.e.,

458.2 fs. This time origin is physically more relevant than the exciting source
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Figure 5.8: Time evolution of the Ey. Electric field component Ey monitored
from the simulation time origin until 3000 fs (black line). Envelope of Ey of the
excitation dipole (grey line). Position of t0 with respect to the simulation time
origin, 458.2 fs (vertical red line).

switch–on instant. An accurate determination of this time might be of relevance

in simulations of high–speed optical switches based on strong coupling effects.[?]

To graphically show the electric field evolution at this particular time instant, we

present in Figure 5.8 Ey(t) monitored since the beginning of the simulation time.

The instant t0 is denoted by a vertical line. It corresponds with the maximum of

the first beat. For the sake of completeness we have also included in the Figure

the excitation dipole envelope. The contribution of this electric field is not clearly

seen in the black curve, because the position of the excitation dipole and the time

monitor are different, as specified in Appendix 5.3.6.

5.4 On–going work

This work demonstrates the capability of the FDTD to analyse quantum phe-

nomena occurring on photonic crystal microcavities with an embedded quantum

well (QW). The next step in the research of such systems is to decrease the di-

mensionality of the quantum nanostructure to reproduce quantum wires (QWrs)

and quantum dots (QDs). In particular, the modelling of those L7–PCMs in

InP with quantum wires will give insights on the capabilities of the experimental

results obtained in high–Q PCMs. Particularly interesting is also the incorpora-

tion of quantum dots in those systems. That would enable the evaluation of the
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capabilities of our high–Q PCMs both in GaAs and InP embedding QDs. To go

beyond the Lorentz model, we are currently describing the QWr/QD on the base

of a rate equation model. In the future, we will use a guided mode of a waveguide

to excite a nanostructure located inside the defect cavity. In this way we will

analyze the interaction taking place in an integrated optical circuit.
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6.1 Context & motivation

Several methods have been demonstrated to achieve strong coupling between a

single quantum dot (QD) and a photonic crystal microcavity (PCM) mode.

The first achievement of QD–PCM operating in the strong coupling regime [26]

stem from an statistical approach. A large array of cavities were fabricated and,

eventually, one of them contained a QD exhibiting both spectral and spatial

matching. The same approach was followed by Nomura et al.[28] to demonstrate

lasing of a single QD strongly coupled to the L3–PCM fundamental mode. Over

the years, other authors presented different strategies to increase the yield towards

the deterministic QD–PCM, in samples with self–assembled QDs [8, 127] or with

those fabricated in specific positions.[128] We present two different strategies that

we have followed to produce such systems. They are based on the technological

procedures to etch photonic crystals in GaAs, that allowed us to obtain other

results in the field of c–QED using PCMs embedding quantum rings.[129, 130,

131, 29, 132, 133]

The first approach involves the fabrication of a pre–patterned PCMs on a

partial GaAs slab. A single quantum dot is fabricated on a desired position by

local oxidation lithography by atomic force microscopy. The last step consists of

the re–growth procedure to complete the slab. The second approach is also based

on the growth of a QD by LOL–AFM. This QD is grown with respect to a set

of pre–patterned alignment marks and ruler defined by etching procedures in a

partial slab. The completion of the slab maintain the coordinates of the QD and

as a last step, the photonic crystal microcavity will be fabricated on the desired

position.

6.2 Contribution

My contributions to this work are:

• Design and implementation of the different strategies

• Design of the photonic crystal microcavities by finite difference time domain

• Fabrication of the photonic crystal microcavities

• Assistance in the optical characterization of the devices
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6.3 Publication

6.3.1 Abstract

In this work we show two different procedures of fabrication aiming towards

the systematic positioning of single InAs quantum dots (QDs) coupled to a

GaAs photonic crystal (PC) microcavity. The two approaches are based on the

molecular beam epitaxial (MBE) growth of site-controlled QDs (SCQDs) on pre-

patterned structures. The PC microcavity (PCM) is introduced previous or after

the growth, on each case. We demonstrate the InAs SCQD nucleation on pre-

patterned PCMs and a method to perform the QD nucleation respect to an etched

ruler that is used to position the PC structure after growth. For both types of

structures, we have carried out microphotoluminescence (µPL) spectroscopy ex-

periments at 80 K and 4 K.

6.3.2 Introduction

A single Quantum Dot (QD) coupled to a photonic cavity mode is the fundamen-

tal system for the study of Cavity Quantum Electrodynamics (cQED) phenomena

in the solid state approximation.[26] These studies are essential for the develop-

ment of devices such as single photon emitters and entangled photon pair sources,

key elements for quantum information technologies. The successful fabrication of

this kind of systems is very challenging due to the simultaneous requirements of

spatial matching (the QD has to be placed at the maximum of the photonic cav-

ity mode field) and spectral matching (both the wavelength of the QD emission

and of the photonic cavity mode have to be very close) between the QD and the

photonic cavity mode. Coupling of single self–assembled QD to a photonic crystal

microcavity (PCM) mode has already been demonstrated [134, 8] and promising

applications have been proven. Despite these important results, in most cases, the

fabrication is based on random QD distributions and it is clear that the fabrication

technology of single QD devices is far from being mature and systematic. In this

sense, the use of high spatial resolution lithographic techniques for site controlled

QD (SCQD) formation [127, 135] is crucial in order to improve the yield of deter-

ministic integration of a coupled QD–cavity mode.[128, 127, 136] In this work we

present two strategies for the coupling of InAs QDs to the mode of GaAs–based

PCMs. Both strategies are based on the combination of photonic crystal (PC)
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fabrication technologies and Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) growth of SCQDs.

Local Oxidation by Atomic Force Microscopy (LO-AFM) is the lithographic tech-

nique selected to fabricate the pattern for SCQD growth: InAs QDs are formed at

specific sites of the GaAs surface defined by the presence of nanoholes formed after

desorption of the GaAs oxide points obtained by LO–AFM. The process provides

high accuracy in the positioning of the nanostructures and it has been proven

that the obtained SCQD has good optical properties and are efficient quantum

emitters operating as single photon sources.[135] Electron-beam lithography and

Cl-based reactive ion etching (RIE) techniques are employed in the fabrication

process for GaAs PCMs. We consider that the technological processes used will

allow us to deterministically obtain coupled single QD-cavity systems and deal

with new devices.[137]

6.3.3 Design and experimental

The ability of fabricating SCQDs combined with a proper positioning of PCMs

brings us the capability for getting single or several QDs coupled to a PCM mode

in a deterministic way by two different techniques: either it is possible to locate

the QD respect to a pre-patterned structure or the cavity respect to the position

of a SCQD.

Fabrication process of Photonic Crystal Microcavities in GaAs

For both techniques we have developed a fabrication procedure to pattern PCMs

on GaAs-based materials. A schematic of the process is shown in Figure 6.1.

The starting material consists of a thin GaAs layer grown on an Al0.75Ga0.25 As

sacrificial layer. We use the spin-coating technique for the deposition of a 380 nm

thick layer of ZEP–520A resist on the GaAs slab. We have selected ZEP–520A

because of its adequate well known properties (high sensitivity, hardness) for the

direct transfer of the pattern to the substrate in a single etching step. The pattern

is defined in the e-beam writing step. It is provided by a LEO 1455 Scanning

Electron Microscope (SEM) with a Laser Interferometric Stage at 30 kV. For such

conditions, it is very important to take into account the proximity effect.[40] In

order to improve the size homogeneity and the accuracy in the e–beam writing, we

have used the Proximity Correction Module NanoPECS integrated in the Raith

ELPHY Plus lithography system.[42] After the developing step, which defines
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Figure 6.1: Fabrication procedure of photonic crystal microcavities. a)
Spin coating of ZEP–520A, e–beam lithography and development. b) Cl–based
ICP RIE etching with direct transfer to the active slab. c) Membrane release by
immersing the sample in HF 1:5. In the middle top view of the structures are
presented. In the bottom it is shown the vertical shape of the hole during the
process. d) Determination of the Q for an L3-type cavity with a lattice constant
a = 330 nm and r/a = 0.28. Blue dots indicate the measurement and the red
line correspond to the Lorentzian fitting. We have obtained Q = 8970 for this
structure.
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Figure 6.2: Fabrication procedure of the site–controlled quantum dot
over a pre–patterned photonic crystal microcavity. a) In–plane FDTD
(centre of the slab) electric field energy density for an L3–cavity. The position
that corresponds to the maximum value (red color) is the target position for
the nucleation of the SCQD. We show AFM images that correspond to differ-
ent steps in the fabrication process: b) Oxide motif fabricated within the PCM
by LO–AFM lithography and placed at the target position, c) InAs SCQD at
the predefined position within the cavity. d) Complete photonic structure after
re–growth. e) Embedded SCQD is placed 20 nm below the surface. FDTD cal-
culations show that this position corresponds to a 64% of the maximum value
for the electric field of the guided mode, being the center of the slab the opti-
mum position. It is shown the AFM hole profile f) before and h) after the MBE
re–growth. It is also shown g) the AFM profile of the InAs SCQD.

the pattern into the resist, (Figure 6.2a) the sample is post–baked in order to

increase the hardness of the resist and the hole homogeneity.[138] Then, we carry

out the ICP–RIE plasma etching. We have developed a Cl-based plasma etching

in a Oxford ICP–RIE Plasmalab 80, that allows us to transfer the pattern to the

active GaAs slab in a single step. This mixture has been used for etching GaAs

material in Inductive Coupled Plasma Reactive Ion Etching (ICP-RIE) [139]

due to its good properties related with the high anisotropy, smooth sidewalls and

low induced defects. We have designed a plasma that consists of a Cl2/BCl3/Ar

mixture. The optimal conditions we have found for these structures in GaAs slabs

are: 1.2 sccm Cl2, 2.1 sccm BCl3, 12.1 sccm Ar, 5 sccm He, at low pressure (2.6

mTorr) and low temperature (-11 ◦C), 300 W ICP power and 20 W RF generator

during 90 s, where the flows of the gases are standard cubic centimetre (sccm).

The low DC Bias reached and the He-flow in the backside of the sample in order

to favour the temperature transfer to the sample, enables a higher selectivity.
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After the removal of the remaining resist with UV illumination and remover

(Figure 6.1b), a membrane formation is performed by immersing the sample in

a 1:5 HF solution (Figure 6.1c). It is important to exceed the slab thickness

during the plasma etching in order to favour the entrance of the HF solution

through the hole array because it favours the removal of the sacrificial layer

underneath the pattern. The last step involves a cleaning process that removes

the dust deposited above, below and inside the holes. Following the procedure of

reference,[14] we immerse the sample in a KOH solution. It provides structures

that are cleaner, and subsequently, with better optical properties. In order to

estimate the quality of the structures, we have carried out optical measurements

at room temperature and determined the quality factor (Q) of the cavities in

a sample containing InAsSb QDs (Figure 6.1d).[36] We excite the QDs within

the defect with a continuous wave (c.w.) laser diode (LD) at 785 nm focused

with a microscope objective (NA = 0.5). We collect the PL through the same

objective and focused into a optical fiber connected to a 0.85 m focal length

double spectrometer with a cooled InGaAs photodiode array as detector. In

these structures we have measured Q-values ranging from 8000 to 10000.

Positioning a QD to a PCM mode

The first approach for the SCQD positioning (Figure 6.1) consists of the fabri-

cation of PCMs on a 105 nm thick GaAs slab. Afterwards, the pre-patterned

photonic structures are completed to the target 140 nm slab thickness in a MBE

re-growth process with an embedded InAs QD at the desired position.[140] We

have fabricated L3–type and H1–type cavities with different lattice constants,

a = 250, 255 and 260 nm, aiming to cavity modes ranging from 940 nm to 1000

nm. We follow the process above described. After the ICP-RIE process and the

removal of the remaining resist, it is crucial for this approximation to proceed

with an additional step that provides a clean interface, free of organic contam-

inants, allowing us to perform a MBE re-growth. It consists of 2-cycles of UV

oxidation, H2SO4 etching of produced oxide layer and O2 plasma with another

step of H2SO4. The next step involves the membrane release as described above.

AFM local oxidation is then performed to define the nucleation site of a single

SCQD in each structure (Figure 6.2b). Then, the structure is completed in a

re-growth MBE procedure. The MBE growth starts with an insitu atomic hy-

drogen treatment (TS = 490 ◦C, t = 30 min) to remove the GaAs surface oxides.
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This atomic H treatment provides a flat surface and contributes to remove re-

maining contaminants on the surface.[141, 142] Prior to InAs deposition, a 15 nm

thick GaAs buffer layer is grown by Atomic Layer MBE (ALMBE) [143] at TS

= 450 ◦C. On top of the GaAs buffer layer, 1.5 ML InAs is deposited at growth

rate 0.01 ML/s and T = 490 ◦C under As4 beam equivalent pressure (BEP )

P = 2×10−6 Torr. The growth conditions are suitable for selective InAs nucle-

ation in the predefined site (Figure 6.2c). Selective nucleation is achieved within

the defect, even being surrounded by the PC holes, which may also act as InAs

drains. Finally, the structure is completed with a 20 nm thick capping layer,

grown by ALMBE at T = 450 ◦ (Figure 6.2d). Low growth temperature is kept

during the process in order to reduce the evolution of the pre-patterned PCMs,

but a strong change in the shape of the PC holes cannot be avoided. Circular

shape evolves into rhombus shape holes. This is likely due to the preferential

incorporation of Ga atoms in B-type facets (As-terminated), which intersection

with the (001) surface plane is the [110] direction.[140, 144] Despite preliminary

Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) calculations suggest that the photonic

bandgap may be preserved in such structures, we believe that this behaviour can

degrade the performance of the fabricated structures. Since this evolution is de-

pendent on the crystallographic directions, a previous orientation of the pattern

may reduce the impact on the photonic properties of the structures. We have

carried out optical characterization of these devices by confocal microscopy at 77

K. Spectral features have been found in the range of 950 nm to 1200 nm (Figure

6.3a). Measurements outside the PC structures do not reveal any emission in this

range (Figure 6.3b). The emission around 860 nm outside the PC structure can

be assigned to an InGaAs wetting layer (WL). Further work is needed to clearly

identify evidence of a PCM mode or any signature from the SCQD.

Positioning a PCM mode to a SCQD

The second proposed strategy is based on the use of an etched ruler and a set

of alignment marks (Figure 6.4) to accurately position a PCM to a SCQD. The

starting material consists of 1 µm thick Al0.8Ga0.2As sacrificial layer and 65 nm

thick GaAs layer. A set of rulers and their corresponding alignment marks are

fabricated in the sample following the procedures above described. We have

designed a global reference system that consists of a set of three alignment marks,

a ruler and a mark that defines the origin. It is important to fabricate the whole
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Figure 6.3: Optical characterization by µ–PL of one of the fabricated
structures. a) PL signal collected from the cavity at different excitation powers
and b) outside the entire PC structure.

Figure 6.4: Description of the strategy for positioning. a) SEM image that
shows a global reference system. A set of three alignment marks separated 50 µm
each other and 35 µm from the origin. A schematic of the complete process with
a PCM positioned respect to the coordinates of the SCQD is shown in the inset.
b) We present an AFM image of the region enclosed by the ruler with an oxide
dot referred to the ruler coordinates. c) µPL map obtained at 4 K integrating
the emission spectrum between 920–980 nm. The ruler axes have a higher QD
density.
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system in the same writing field during the e-beam exposure. The alignment

marks, together with the origin, will be used as a system for the calibration of

the beam deflexion during the fabrication of the PCs (inset Figure 6.4a). The

ruler is written during the e-beam step. Its arms are 20 µm large (Figure 6.4a),

with ticks separated 500 nm (Figure 6.2b). The surface preparation process

above described is also performed to allow the epitaxial re-growth. Afterwards,

LO-AFM lithography is performed in a specific position within the ruler area.

We assign the spatial coordinates to the fabricated oxide respect to the ruler

axes. These coordinates will correspond to the InAs SCQD once the re-growth

step is completed, as the oxide position defines the InAs nucleation site. The

preservation of this reference system during the fabrication process is crucial

in this approximation. The MBE re–growth starts with the in situ atomic H–

treatment. The structure is then completed with the growth of 15 nm thick GaAs

buffer layer, 1.5 ML InAs and 70 nm thick GaAs capping layer. The GaAs layers

are grown by ALMBE at TS = 490 ◦C and Ga growth rate rg(Ga) = 0.5 ML/s,

while the InAs layer is deposited at rg(In) = 0.01 ML/s under BEP P (As4) =

2×10−6 Torr. The InAs coverage is below the critical thickness on flat surfaces but

it allows the nucleation of InAs inside the nanoholes, thus providing the formation

of InAs SCQDs with some given coordinates. The axes of the ruler together with

the alignment marks are well preserved after the MBE re–growth. Therefore, they

can be used as a reference system for the later fabrication of PCMs. The proper

calibration and alignment of both SEM and AFM coordinate systems allow us to

subsequent fabrication of PCMs in the desired positions, in which the maximum

of the electric field mode profile (Figure 6.2a) matches the position of the SCQD.

Once we have determined the optical properties of the SCQD by µ–PL, the PCM

mode can be designed to match the emission wavelength of the embedded QD.

The final spatial accuracy of the positioning is estimated to be around 50 nm. We

have carried out preliminaryµ–PL measurements at 4 K on these systems after

completing the re–grown GaAs slab. We have noticed a large amount of InAs

QDs nucleated next to the ruler axes. The density decreases rapidly 2 µm beyond

the edges (Figure 6.4c). Far from this region, in the area enclosed by the ruler,

still a small density of QDs (around 0.1 QD/µm2) was detected. Not clear SCQD

signal has been detected from the position predefined by LO–AFM. This may be

due to two effects: first, the nucleation of QDs in non patterned areas that makes

difficult the identification of the SCQD; second, the absolute accuracy (±1.5 µm)
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when positioning our diffraction limited spot (∼1 µm diameter) with respect to

the etched ruler origin. An improvement in the selective nucleation process and

our positioning method will be necessary in further research.

6.3.4 Conclusions

We have presented two fabrication strategies towards the achievement of coupled

SCQD-PCM mode systems. Both are based on PC structure fabrication on GaAs

and MBE growth of SCQDs and pre–patterned structures. We have demonstrated

selective InAs nucleation on pre–patterned PC structures, but the epitaxial re–

growth process on the pre–patterned PCMs leads to a strong evolution of the hole

shape that may degrade their performance. In a different fabrication strategy, the

use of a set of reference system consisting of a pre-patterned ruler and alignment

marks provides a method that may allow a systematic fabrication of systems to

investigate the coupling of a single or several QDs to a PCM mode.

6.4 On–going work

The demonstration of the operation of QDs by LOL–AFM and the development

of a fabrication procedure of PCMs allow us to construct the presented strategies

towards the deterministic PCM–QD coupling. The next step with respect to

the first approach involving the re–grown cavities is to test the capabilities of

those cavities. Regarding the strategy of the etched ruler, we should repeat and

reproduce the achievment of a ”clean” sample with a clear identification of the

quantum dots obtained by LOL–AFM.
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7.1 Context & motivation

A method to achive deterministic coupling between a single quantum dot (QD)

and a photonic crystal microcavity mode is presented. So far, different meth-

ods for the relative positioning between QDs and cavities have been demon-

strated. In particular, positioning of cavities over selected self–assembled QDs

was presented,[8] as well as the positioning of cavities over positioned nanostruc-

tures in the wafer [145, 127]. An alternative method is to fabricate a photonic

crystal microcavity in a partially grown slab (with a thickness below the opti-

mum in terms of optical confinement). After that, the growth of an isolated

nanostructure is performed in the desired position and the fabrication procedure

ends up with the slab thickness completion in a re–growth process. Finally, we

have analized the optical properties of those, named, re–grown cavities.

7.2 Contribution

My contributions to this work are:

• Design of the epitaxial material,

• Fabrication of the devices,

• Design of the photonic crystal microcavities,

• Assistance on the optical characterization of the devices,

• Analysis and interpretation of the results using finite difference time domain

simulations,

• Writing of the results.

7.3 Publication

7.3.1 Abstract

We investigate L7 photonic crystal microcavities (PCMs) fabricated by epitaxial

re–growth of GaAs pre–patterned substrates, containing InAs quantum dots. The

resulting PCMs show hexagonal shaped nano–holes due to the development of
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preferential crystallographic facets during the re–growth step. Through a careful

control of the fabrication processes, we demonstrate that the photonic modes are

preserved throughout the process. The quality factor (Q) of the photonic modes

in the re–grown PCMs strongly depends on the relative orientation between pho-

tonic lattice and crystallographic directions. The optical modes of the re–grown

PCMs preserve the linear polarization and, for the most favorable orientation,

a 36% of the Q measured in PCMs fabricated by the conventional procedure is

observed, exhibiting values up to 6000. The results aim to the future integration

of site–controlled QDs with high–Q PCMs for quantum photonics and quantum

integrated circuits.

7.3.2 Introduction

Photonic crystal microcavities (PCMs) with embedded quantum dots (QDs) have

been shown as excellent test bed systems for experiments in the field of cavity

quantum electrodynamics (c–QED)[8, 28] that may open doors to efficient quan-

tum photonic devices. Single quantum dots embedded in a PCM become efficient

quantum emitters which might be used for the generation of single–photons,[132,

146, 147] entangled photon pairs,[148] ultra–low threshold lasing,[28] polariton

lasing[28, 119] or to explore new strong coupling phenomena.[149, 150, 151] Most

c–QED applications require of a large optical quality factor (Q), a small elec-

tromagnetic mode volume (Veff), and a large coupling between the QD emission

and the PCM mode.[152] Therefore, an accurate positioning of the QD within

the PCM while maintaining a high Q/Veff ratio is a critical requirement not eas-

ily attainable with self–assembled QD growth methods.[153] Several procedures

have been proposed for the fabrication of site–controlled QDs[154] coupled to

PCMs.[25, 137] Among them, local oxidation lithography by atomic force mi-

croscopy (LOL–AFM) is a powerful technique for the patterning of GaAs sub-

strates which is compatible with the epitaxial growth of site–controlled InAs QDs.

LOL–AFM allows the positioning of high quality QDs in any place of a wafer in

a deterministic way,[135] and therefore is very promising for quantum photonic

applications.[25, 137] However, since the QD has to be embedded in the PCM

slab underneath the surface, the development of a special re–growth procedure

is needed to complete the photonic structure after the LOL–AFM step. The

epitaxial re–growth of photonic structures[155] has been realized in distributed

feedback (DFB) lasers and photonic crystal lasers by metal–organic chemical va-
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por deposition (MOCVD)[156, 157] and photonic crystal surface emitting lasers

(PCSELs) by metal–organic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE).[158] More recently,

PCMs have been fabricated by re–growth processes over patterned GaN wafers

by nitride–MOCVD[159, 160] showing photonic modes with Q up to 2400 at a

wavelength of 383 nm.[161] In addition, cavity modes with Q = 1800 at 426 nm

have been shown in PCMs obtained by re–growth of pre–patterned L3–PCMs

on slabs of AlN material with embedded GaN/AlN QDs.[162] In this work we

demonstrate that PCMs fabricated by epitaxial re–growth of a previously pat-

terned GaAs substrate exhibit optical modes with Q factors comparable to those

obtained by standard lithography and etching procedures. The studied PCMs

contain self–assembled InAs QDs with emission wavelengths in the range 890–

1000 nm and therefore, the developed method paves the way for the use of one or

several LOL–AFM deterministically site–controlled QDs integrated with PCMs

with emission in the 980 nm telecom window. We have modeled the optical prop-

erties of the re–grown PCMs, by means of finite difference time domain (FDTD)

simulations, to evaluate the impact of the re–growth procedure, obtaining an

explanation for the high Q–values found.

7.3.3 Design and fabrication

We have fabricated PCMs of the L7–type, which consists of a set of seven miss-

ing holes along the ΓK direction of an array of circular holes with triangular

symmetry.[60, 20] The separation of the holes (with radius r) is given by the

lattice constant a, which corresponds to the distance between two neighboring

holes along the ΓK direction. For such a triangular lattice, the air–filling factor

(FF ) is given by the ratio of the volume of one hole and that of a slab unit

cell, FF =. The L7–PCM presents two important advantages: on one side,

its elongated shape is useful for the positioning of nanostructures like quantum

wires[76, 21] or the use of several QDs sharing an optical mode.[137] On the other

side, it provides a good Q/Veff ratio without the need of tuning the holes that

surround the cavity, which increases its robustness to fabrication imperfections.

The L7–PCMs have been fabricated in samples from two different wafers, named

hereafter, W–I and W–II (Figure 7.1). Both W–I and W–II wafers are grown by

molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and consist of a GaAs based active slab on top

of an Al0.70Ga0.30As sacrificial layer 1 µm thick underneath. A high–density self–

assembled InAs QDs (SAQD) was grown 70 nm over the Al0.70Ga0.30As/GaAs
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Figure 7.1: Schematics of the epitaxial structure and the resulting struc-
tures. Schematics of the standard (left) and re–grown (right) photonic crystal
microcavities (PCMs) fabricated for this work.

interface in both W–I and W–II. The main difference between W–I and W–II is

the active GaAs slab thickness, 140 nm for W–I and 115 nm for W–II. For the

fabrication of the PCMs in the first wafer (W–I) we have used a standard proce-

dure, based on electron beam lithography (EBL) and plasma ion etching. On top

of the W–I wafer, a layer of 80 nm of SiOx was deposited by plasma enhanced

chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) at 300 oC as a hard mask. A 360 nm thick

layer of ZEP–520A was spun coated over the SiOx for the EBL patterning (30

kV). After EBL and a developing process, the patterns were transferred to the

SiOx layer by CHF3/N2 reactive ion beam etching (RIBE) that provides excellent

opening of the nanoholes in the SiOx.[20] Reactive ion etching (ICP–RIE) with a

BCl3:N2 mixture was used to transfer the pattern to the GaAs active slab, which

results in vertical and smooth holes.[45, 16] Finally, the photonic crystal mem-

brane is released by diluted HF wet etching of the Al0.70Ga0.30As sacrificial layer

under the structures. We will refer to those PCMs as standard L7. In the W–II

wafer, L7–PCMs were fabricated using the same procedure as in W–I followed by

an epitaxial re–growth step to complete the slab thickness to 140 nm. After the

membrane release and prior to the re–growth step, a careful cleaning process is

performed in order to remove resist residuals and contaminants from the previous

fabrication process. Once inside the MBE chamber, the native oxide is removed

by exposure of the GaAs surface to atomic H that preserves the flatness of the sur-

face [163] between the holes. For that, atomic hydrogen is supplied at substrate

temperature of TS = 450 ◦C during 30 minutes. The re–growth continues with

the deposition of a GaAs layer by atomic layer molecular beam epitaxy (ALMBE)

[143] at TS = 450 ◦C to complete the 70 nm of GaAs over the SAQD layer. Two

sets of L7–PCMs were fabricated in both W–I and W–II with the ΓK direction
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of the PCM either perpendicular (L7⊥) or parallel (L7‖) to the GaAs [110] crys-

tallographic direction. Four lattice constants (a = 250, 260, 270 and 280 nm) for

the PCMs were fabricated to cover the luminescence of the QD emitters. For a

given a, different r/a–values ranging 0.26–0.33 were practiced for a fine–tuning of

the PCM optical modes with the QD emission. Figure 7.2 shows images taken by

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) on the PCMs in W–I [Figures 7.2(a–b)] and

in W–II [Figures 7.2(c–f)]. The fabrication process in W–I results in holes with

circular shape, vertical and smooth.[45, 16] In W–II, the re–growth step induces

a change from the initial circular shape of the holes towards an elongated hexag-

onal shape, due to the development of new crystallographic facets.[164] The long

axis of the hexagon is aligned along the [110] crystalline direction. This direction

corresponds to the intersection of B–type facets (As terminated) with the (001)

surface plane; the short axis of the hexagon is aligned along [11̄0] that corresponds

to the intersection of A–type facets (Ga terminated) with the (001) surface plane.

A lateral flux of Ga atoms towards B–type facets and away from A–type facets

during the re–growth step can explain the observed hexagonal shape. Lateral

flux of Ga atoms has been previously reported [164, 165] and a similar evolution

has been described during the initial overgrowth of nanoholes fabricated by EBL

and dry etching [166] or by LOL–AFM and HF selective oxide etching on GaAs

substrates.[140] The evolution of the shape of the holes may affect the photonic

properties of the PCMs, so our task is to determine the influence of this effect

in the photonic performance of the PCMs, verifying if photonic modes are still

present and, in that case, evaluating the optical quality of the PCMs through the

measurement of their Q.

7.3.4 Optical characterization

We have performed optical characterization by confocal microscopy at 4 K to

measure the micro–photoluminescence (µ–PL) emitted from the PCMs. The ex-

citation laser CW light at 785 nm was delivered through a single mode optical

fiber to the microscope and focused onto the PCM within a diffraction limited

optical spot. The light emitted by the sample was collected through a different

single mode optical fiber, dispersed by a 750 mm focal length spectrometer and

detected with a cooled Silicon Charge Coupled Device. The spectral linewidth

of the resonances (∆λ) determines the Q–values (Q = λ/∆λ) of the photonic

mode at the wavelength λ. We focus in the Q of the fundamental mode (FM)
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Figure 7.2: Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of fabricated
set of standard L7 and re–grown L7 photonic crystal microcavities
(PCMs). (a) SEM image of a standard L7–PCM, (b) close–SEM images of a
L7⊥ PCM; (e–f) SEM images of a L7‖ PCM.
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Figure 7.3: Micro–photoluminescence (µ–PL) spectra corresponding to
a set of L7 photonic crystal microcavities (PCMs). (a) standard L7, (b)
L7⊥ and (c) L7‖. Quality factor (Q) and spectral position (λ) of the fundamental
mode (FM) are presented. Insets show the polarization diagrams for each of the
observed L7–PCM modes.

since it provides the best Q/Veff ratio.[60] Figure 3 shows the PL spectra of a

representative set of L7–PCMs, one corresponding to a standard L7 in W–I [Fig-

ure 7.3(a)] and the others to the re–grown L7–PCMs, i.e. L7⊥ [Figure 7.3(b)]

and L7‖ [Figure 7.3(c)] in W–II. Both the L7⊥ and L7‖ re–grown PCMs present

spectral features that resemble very well those observed in standard L7. This is

already indicative of the good optical performance of the re–grown PCMs, so we

will refer as photonic modes the observed features in the re–grown cavities. The

results obtained from a statistical study of the spectral position of the observed

modes in every set of PCMs, show a blueshift of 26±6 nm for the FM of the L7⊥
and of 45± 13 nm in the L7‖ configurations with respect to the standard L7. We

attribute the observed blueshifts to the two following reasons, that will be sup-

ported by simulations: i) the cleaning process previous to the epitaxial re–growth

that results in an isotropic removal of the GaAs oxide, which produces a slight

enlargement of the radius of the holes and a decrease of the slab thickness[167]
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and ii) the evolution of the circular shape of the holes to hexagonal during the

re–growth step, which also enlarges the effective size of the holes. The standard

L7–PCMs exhibit Q–values for the FM ranging from 5000 to 11000. In partic-

ular, Figure 7.3(a) shows the photonic structure of a standard L7–PCM with

Q = 9333. Figures 3(b) and 3(c) show Q = 4169 for L7⊥ and Q = 1749 for L7‖.
The statistical analysis shows that in the re–grown L7–PCMs the Q is preserved

a 36% for L7⊥ and a 15% for L7‖ with respect to the standard L7–PCMs. It

is found that the optical performance observed for the re–grown PCMs depends

on the relative orientation between the crystallographic and the photonic crystal

directions. This result could be explained as follows: in the L7⊥, the distance

between first neighboring holes along [110] is 3 times longer than in L7‖. Since

growth leads to nanoholes elongated along [110] direction, neighboring holes first

collapse when ΓK is aligned along the [110] direction (L7‖). Therefore, a more

robust optical performance (i.e., higher Q) is expected for L7⊥ than for L7‖. To

further confirm the photonic mode structure of the PL spectra, we have analyzed

the polarization properties of the observed resonances of the PCMs in W–I and

W–II. It is well known that the Ln–type PCMs should present optical modes

linearly polarized.[60, 20] The insets in Figure 7.3 show the polarization polar

plots for the first three PCM modes. These plots clearly show that the first three

modes present linear polarization for both standard [Figure 7.3(a)] and re–grown

L7–PCMs [Figure 7.3(b) and 3(c)]. Similar behavior results from the analysis of

every set of PCMs, confirming the photonic modal structure of re–grown PCMs.

7.3.5 Numerical calculations

In order to evaluate the impact of the change of the hole shape on the optical prop-

erties, we have performed three dimensional FDTD (3D–FDTD) simulations[39]

of the re–grown PCMs. We focus on the determination of the Q and λ of the FM

of the standard and the re–grown L7–PCMs. We consider a dipole source with

a narrow bandwidth for the excitation of the FM and a point monitor located

in the antinode of the FM profile registers the time evolution of the mode. The

Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the time evolution of the electric field ampli-

tude determines the spectral position of the mode (λ). The Q is obtained by

analyzing the signal decay with the time. Further information related to FDTD

simulations can be found in Ref. [68]. We have modeled the re–grown hole as

a vertical circular cylinder with radius rb on the bottom part that corresponds
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to the pre–pattern. The top part of the hole affected by the re–growth step is

modeled as a truncated cone with a circular bottom base, with radius rb, that

evolves to an elliptical shape in the surface, with short and long axes, re and

rE, respectively [Figure 7.4(a) inset]. We have taken the re and rE values from

AFM measurements and the rb value from SEM images (circular base of stan-

dard L7–PCMs). In general, a reduction of the symmetry of the point lattice

may affect the photonic performance of PCMs.[168, 169, 170] To evaluate the

impact of the loss of symmetry due to the relative orientation of the holes with

the crystallographic directions we calculate the Q–values of the re–grown PCMs

while changing the angle (θ) between ΓK and the [110] crystallographic direction.

Figure 7.4(a) shows the variation of Q with θ for a PCM with air filling factor,

FF = 0.31. Compared to those measured in the experiments, the values of Q

obtained from simulations are larger mainly due to surface scattering processes,

which for simplicity are not considered;[138] therefore, those results are not in-

tended to match the measured quantities, but the analysis of the simulations is

key to understand the experimental results. From the simulations, we obtain the

maximum Q–values for θ = 90◦ (L7⊥) and for θ = 0 (L7‖). Extended calculations

for different FF–values (not shown) reveal that θ = 0 and θ = 90◦ are the most

robust configurations (i.e., higher Q–values). Figure 7.4(b) shows the evolution

of Q with the FF for the two optimum orientations (θ = 0, 90◦) and for the stan-

dard L7. We obtain a similar trend for the three types of PCMs. Figure 7.4(b)

shows that the main impact of the change in the hole shape is a slight decrease

of Q for FF below 0.35; especially in the case of L7⊥, Q–values are largely pre-

served for small FF–values. Therefore, the L7⊥ configuration is expected to be

more robust to the evolution of the hole shape during the re–growth step, as our

experiments had shown (Figure 7.3). Figure 7.4(c) shows the calculated spectral

positions of the FMs for different r/a–values. For the re–grown PCMs we have

taken into account the decrease in the slab thickness and the enlargement of the

radius rb due to the cleaning process. As r/a increases, the modes of the standard

L7–PCMs experience a blueshift. The same trend is obtained for the re–grown

(both L7⊥ and L7‖) PCMs. The relative blueshifts between the standard and

re–grown PCMs are within 20−−30 nm for the entire considered spectral window

(910−−1020 nm) in good agreement with the experimental values.
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Figure 7.4: Finite difference time domain (FDTD) simulations of stan-
dard and re–grown L7–photonic crystal microcavities (PCMs). (a) vari-
ation of the quality factor (Q) of the fundamental mode (FM) for the standard
L7 with an air filling factor, FF = 0.31 and for the re–grown PCMs defined
by the angle (θ) between ΓK and the [110] crystallographic direction; the insets
describe the model for the holes after the re–growth step and the planar views of
the PCMs for θ = 0, 45◦, 90◦ and a schematics of the model for the hole shape;
(b) variation of Q with FF for standard L7, L7‖ (θ = 0) and L7⊥ (θ = 90◦); (c)
evolution of the spectral positions of the FM of the standard and re–grown PCMs
for different values of r/a where r is the hole radius for standard PCMs and the
starting hole radius for the re–grown PCMs. Solid lines represent a guide to the
eye.
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7.3.6 Conclusions

In summary, we have fabricated GaAs–based L7–PCMs using nano–patterned

photonic crystal templates and epitaxial re–growth. The circular shape of the

holes in standard L7–PCMs evolves to a hexagonal shape in the re–grown L7–

PCMs. Optical characterization performed in standard and re–grown L7–PCM

shows that the mode photonic structure is preserved after the re–growth step

including its linear polarization. A blueshift for the fundamental mode in the

re–grown structures with respect to the standard PCM has been measured and

attributed to a larger effective FF . The fundamental mode of re–grown L7–PCMs

present high Q–values (up to 6000) and in average maintains a 36% of its Q for

L7⊥ PCMs and a 15% for L7‖ PCMs with respect to those in standard L7–PCMs.

FDTD simulations predict that Q–values can be similar to standard cavities for

a broad range of r/a values and show a better performance for re–grown PCMs

with ΓK perpendicular to [110] in agreement with experiments. Overall, our

result supports the use of epitaxial re–growth methods to obtain PCMs coupled

to site controlled QDs.

7.4 On–going work

The demonstration of the high–Q exhibited by the re–grown cavities established

the re–growth process as a rout towards the deterministic coupling between a

single quantum dot and a microcavity mode. In the work presented we used

epitaxial material containing self–assembled quantum dots to demonstrate the

concept. The next step is to repeat the procedure on partial slabs with no ac-

tive region, and fabricate the cavities as a pre–pattern. In a subsequent step, a

single InAs quantum dot will be grown on the desired position by local oxidation

lithography by atomic force microscopy (LOL–AFM) and molecular beam epi-

taxial re–growth. The expected result will be an embedded single quantum dot

in the desired position within the cavity defect will be obtained
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8.1 Context & motivation

It is very challenging to realize systems that present a deterministic coupling

between a single quantum dot and a photonic crystal microcavity in either the

weak or the strong coupling regime. Both spatial and spectral matching are

required to achieve an ultimate performance on the coupling of a single QD with

a cavity mode. In the pursue of such a goal, some authors adopted a statistical

alternative [26, 153, 171, 28, 172, 173] of the problem and fabricated hundreds

of cavities aiming to reach at least one of them presenting such features. More

elegant approaches were based on the fabrication of photonic crystal microcavities

on specific locations given by those of the embedded nanostructures.[134, 8, 145,

127, 128, 21] An intermediate solution, involves the use of self–asembled QDs,

with better performance, so far, than those fabricated in specific positions. For

those systems, it is necessary to mark the spatial position with respect an absolute

position in the wafer. To this aim, we have developed a procedure towards the

fabrication of a photonic crystal microcavity in a specific position matched to

a certain wavelength. We adopted the growth of the QDs through the droplet

epitaxy technique in which a self–assembled nanohole template is obtained by Ga–

droplet epitaxy.[174] The single QD is preferentially nucleated in those nano–holes

and their location is marked through the resulting mound feature on the surface

after capping. After a careful characterization of the QD optical properties, we

can fabricate the adequated photonic crystal microcavity in the precise location

given by the QD. In this chapter we present an approach towards the realization

of such a system, together with an exposition of the different strategies adopted

by other groups.

8.2 Contribution

My contributions to this work are:

• Design of the epitaxial structure,

• Design of the cavities by finite difference time domain,

• Development of the cavity fabrication procedure,

• Implementation of a procedure for positioning the cavities,
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• Partial contribution on the optimization of the geometry, size, disposition

and material composition of the metallic marks to obtain an accurate posi-

tioning of the PCM,

• Development of a method to fine–tune the QD–cavity resonances by KOH

chemical etching, and

• Assistance in the optical characterization of the PCMs.

8.3 Report

8.3.1 Abstract

Here we present an strategy towards the realization of a photonic crystal mi-

crocavity that hosts a single quantum dot (QD) located in the maximum of

the photonic crystal microcavity (PCM) mode. L7–PCMs were fabricated on

a thin GaAs–slab embedding a single layer of low density InAs QDs grown on

self–assembled nanohole template obtained by Ga–droplet epitaxy. A resulting

mound feature on the surface after the growth of a GaAs capping layer is used to

mark the location of a single embedded QD. A specific methodology involving the

use of metallic marks and a metallic ruler as a reference, in together with atomic

force microscopy and electron beam lithography is proposed to fabricate PCMs

on specific positions. The method allows the optical characterization of a selected

QD to determine its optical properties both before and after the fabrication of

the photonic crysal microcavity, thus providing the possibility of study Purcell

effect among other cavity quantum electrodynamics phenomena.

8.3.2 Introduction

The solid state approach to the cavity quantum electrodynamics stems from

the fabrication of photonic cavities with high–quality factor (high–Q) and low–

effective mode volume (low–Veff) embedding a localized quantum emitter in those

positions where the cavity mode is maximum. To achieve such a system, several

approaches have been proposed to date. Traditionally, the fabrication of a large

amount of cavities in a wafer with self–assembled QDs, spectrally tuned to the

fundamental state of the ensemble were performed claiming for any of those sys-

tems to present both spatial and spectral matching.[26, 175, 153, 171, 28, 173, 172]
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Several technological applications arose from the field of c–QED in the solid–state.

Those often require the capability to fabricate those systems in specific positions

in a wafer. Therefore, it is necessary to produce a system consisting of a pho-

tonic cavity embedding a quantum nanostructure in a deterministic way. Several

strategies were proposed, each of them involving either the positioning of a cavity

with respect to a nanostructure,[139, 176, 128] viceversa [177] or both the cavity

and the nanostructure in an absolute position in a wafer.[145, 127, 178]

In this work we present an alternative that involves the accurate positioning of

a GaAs–based photonic crystal microcavity with respect to a single self–assembled

InAs QD. The method involves the fabrication of metallic nano–marks combined

with a metallic a nano–ruler for alignment and purposes and is fundamented on

the small mound feature that appears on the surface just above each QD on the

surface. The QDs are obtained by growing InAs on a self–assembled GaAs nano–

hole template fabricated by droplet epitaxy. In this way, each mound feature

indicates the position where an embedded QD is hosted.

8.3.3 Starting material: droplet epitaxy

The starting material consists of a GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure that hosts InAs

QDs to operate in the 980 nm–spectral–window. Both the emission properties of

the QDs and the properties of the photonic crystal microcavity to be fabricated

have been considered for the design of the epitaxial structure. Figure 8.1a shows

the photoluminescence (PL) spectrum of the active region. A schematic drawing

of the grown structure is presented in Figure 8.1b. Al0.75Ga0.25As layer 1 µm

thick is grown over a GaAs substrate. On top of that, a thin GaAs slab (140

nm thick) is grown. A single layer of InAs QDs is grown on the mid–slab to

optimize the spatial matching of the QDs with the cavity modes. The QDs were

grown by droplet epitaxy.[179] As a result of this technique in combination with

a specific growth procedure for the capping layer, a mound feature is released on

top of each nanostructure. An atomic force microscopy image of those mounds is

presented in Figure 8.1c, from which we estimate an averaged density of QDs of

2 µm−2 throughout the wafer. A detail of a single mound is presented in Figure

8.1d to determine its dimensions.I

The growth by droplet epitaxy consists of the GaAs surface etching by metallic

IPL characterization of the QD ensemble and AFM characterization to get the density of
QDs and the morphology of the mound features were performed by Dr. David Fuster.
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Figure 8.1: Description of the epitaxial material. a) Photoluminescence
spectrum at low temperature of the InAs QDs showing optical emission in the 980
nm window. b) Schematics of the epitaxial material. c) Atomic force microscopy
(AFM) image of the surface of the wafer, showing the mound features elongated
along [11̄0]. d) AFM measurement showing a detail of the mound feature.
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Ga droplets, thus leading to the formation of self–assembled nano–hole templates.

A selective InAs nucleation is achieved on those specific locations. Growth con-

ditions to achieve single quantum dot nucleation on the resulting hole from the

droplet epitaxy technique were employed.[179] A single layer of low density InAs

quantum dots (2 µm−2) was grown by this method on a 140 nm thick GaAs–slab.

8.3.4 Metallic ruler and alignment marks

To analyse the spatial distribution of the QDs, we characterized the spatial mound

distribution by AFM (Figure 8.1c). The QD over which the PCM will be fab-

ricated is chosen by means of spatial isolation of its corresponding mound. To

have a reference system for the posterior fabrication of the PCMs, we performed

25–sets of Au–marks and a Au–ruler (Figure 8.2a). The fabrication procedure of

the reference system consists of the pattern definition by electron beam lithog-

raphy (EBL) on a 200 nm thick PMMA–A4. An evaporation of Cr/Au (5/35

nm) converts the pattern into metallic marks and rulers after the lift–off process.

Figure 8.2b shows a SEM image with a single set of the alignment marks and the

ruler. Each of those sets of marks and ruler is necessary to fabricate the PCM

on a specific position relative to the previously selected QD. Figure 8.2c presents

the characteristics of the metallic ruler. It consists of two arms enclosing a region

20×20 µm2 large. Each arm contains small ticks separated 500 nm; larger ticks

every 5 µm. Those ticks are important to evaluate the correspondence between

the AFM characterization, that provides a set of coordinates of the target QD,

and the coordinates of the e–beam, which are used to fabricate the cavities in the

desired position.

8.3.5 Optical characterization of an isolated QD: Ti–mask

Once a target QD was chosen by means of spatial isolation in each of the systems,

we performed an optical characterization through optical confocal microscopy.II

To assist the optical characterization, we have fabricated a Ti–square mask with

an opened window, surrounding the target QD. The Ti–window (Figure 8.2d) was

fabricated following an analogous procedure as that for the Au–marks and the

Au–ruler. The choice of Ti as a metal for this marks is due to its easily removal

IIThe presented data about the optical characterization by confocal microscopy was per-
formed by Lukasz Wewior and Dr. Benito Alén.
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Figure 8.2: Description of the reference systems with Au–ruler and
alignment marks. a) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of an array
of 25–sets of reference systems. b) SEM image of the metallic alignment marks,
metallic origin mark and metallic ruler. c) Close up SEM image of the metallic
ruler, showing the nano–sized ticks. d) Close up SEM image of the Ti–window
to assist the optical characterization of the target quantum dot.
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with a diluted HF, which does not remove the Cr/Au marks. Such a metallic

window makes more systematic and faster the achievement of the QD locations

on the confocal microscope. Since the opening is ≤2 µm in diameter, we have

assumed that such a Ti–mask does not affect the optical properties of the QD.

It is worth noting that the fabrication of those metallic opening serves as a test

to demonstrate spatial positioning of a pattern, which was useful to fabricate

the L7–PCM. The Ti–window was removed after the optical characterization in

order to further proceed with the fabrication of the L7–PCM. The optical char-

acterization at this stage consisted of the determination of the spectral positions

and dynamical properties of the target QDs. Figure 8.3a presents the target dot

centered within the Ti–mask. A µPL map of that region occupied by the mask

opening (Figure 8.3b) served to attribute the corresponding spectral region of the

target QD. The µPL spectrum at the QD target position is shown in Figure 8.3c.

The emission spectrum of single InAs QDs grown by droplet epitaxy consists of

multiple narrow peaks as shown in figure 8.3c. Each peak corresponds to radia-

tive recombination of an electron hole pair in the presence of a different number

of excess electrons.[180] A highly charged environment is an unwanted feature

for quantum information applications and its relation with the growth conditions

is being investigated. Once we have determined the optical properties and the

coordinates of the target QD with respect to the ruler, we proceeded with the

fabrication of the photonic crystal microcavity.

8.3.6 Spatial and spectral tuning of the L7–PCM to a

selected QD

Fabrication of the L7–PCM in a test–sample

We have chosen the L7–PCM since no fine–tuning of any of the holes (either

in size or position) is required to achieve high–Q.[60, 181, 44] A large series of

samples coming from the same wafer were fabricated to get the right fabrication

parameters. Prior to the fabrication of the cavities on the sample with the target

QDs, it is necessary to practice test cavities to ensure the spectral matching

with the target dots. Due to the large accuracy required for the realization of

PCMs operating in a specific wavelength, and considering that the sample already

received several technological steps above indicated, it becomes necessary to test

the fabrication procedure on the same wafer out of the regions enclosed by the
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Figure 8.3: Optical characterization at low temperature of the target
quantum dot. a) Atomic force microscopy image showing the detail of a Ti–
mask with a target quantum dot (QD) in the middle. b) Photoluminesence (PL)
map at low temperature demonstrating the optical emission from target QD.
The white lines are guides to the eye to delimit the extension of the mask. c) PL
spectrum at low temperature of the target QD to set the target wavelength.
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alignment marks. With this aim, after the removal of the Ti–windows, we have

deposited a thin layer (85 nm) of SiOx layer that served as a hard mask. Next,

we deposited a layer of ZEP–520A resist 460 nm thick. At this stage, we cleaved

the sample into two pieces. One piece contained the target dots and the other

one (test–sample) followed the same fabrication procedure as the first one. It is

worth noting the importance of cleaving the sample at this stage and not before

the deposition of the SiOx and ZEP–520A. Any deviation on the thickness of any

of those layers from one sample to another may induce deviations on the size of the

resulting holes that may cause an unexpected shift of the cavity mode with respect

to the target spectral position. In this way both pieces were at the same starting

point. To complete the fabrication procedure we performed the pattern on the

resist through EBL and a developing process. Next, we transferred the pattern

to the hard mask assisted by the reactive ion beam etching. To transfer the

pattern to the active GaAs slab, we practiced a reactive ion etching–inductively

coupled plasma etching. The final step consists of a wet etching that removes the

sacrificial layer underneath the photonic structures. Further information about

the fabrication procedure can be found elsewhere.[16, 177] Figure 8.4 presents the

results obtained on the test–sample. The general trends on the spectral positions

of the fundamental mode of the L7–PCM are observed in Figure 8.4a.

It is worth noting that the same spectral position is achievable with different

parameters, i. e., dose and r/a–values (Figure 8.4a). It is the lithography the step

in which the differences between the structures is accomplished. The L7–PCM

was designed to have the fundamental mode within the spectral window enclosed

by the inhomogeneous linewidth of the ensemble. For given conditions of exposure

(i. e., 30 kV and 20 pA) and developing, we can achieve a smooth evolution of

the spectral position for the fundamental mode of the L7–PCM through either

of the following parameters: lattice constant (a), nominal hole radius (r) and

dose factor. Since several nominal parameters provide those spectral positions,

we selected those parameters that maximized the Q (Figure 8.4b). Although a

dispersion on the data is observed, from the analysis of Figure 8.4a–b it is worth

noting that a higher Q is reached for small nominal radius and large dose factors.
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Figure 8.4: Determination of the experimental quality factor and spec-
tral position of the photonic crystal microcavity fundamental mode in
the test–sample. a) Evolution of the spectral position with the dose factor
exposed during the electron beam lithography for the L7–photonic crystal mi-
crocavity (PCM) fundamental mode, b) Quality factor vs. the spectral position
of the L7–PCM fundamental mode. An evolution on the lattice constant (a =
250–280 nm) and the hole radius (r = 50–73 nm) was performed.

8.3.7 Fabrication of the selected L7–PCM over the target

QD

After the analysis of the data from the test–sample we proceeded to the fabrica-

tion of the selected L7–PCM over the sample containing the target QDs. Figure

8.5 present the results obtained for one of the systems. To summarize prelimi-

nary results, we presented the PL spectrum measured over the target QD before

(Figure 8.5a) and after (Figure 8.5b) the fabrication of the selected L7–PCM,

together with an AFM image of the QD centered within the Ti–mask (Figure

8.5a–inset) and after the fabrication of the selected L7–PCM (Figure 8.5b–inset).

The approach we have followed stems from the reproducibility in the spectral

position of the L7–PCM fundamental mode for a given set of parameters, i.e.,

dose, a, r etc. From previous and numerous experiments we estimated that, for

a given set of fabrication parameters, our reproducibility along the fabrication

process sets the deviation on the spectral position of the fundamental mode from

one sample to another in 5–10 nm. As it results more feasible to shift afterwards

the mode resonances towards the blue by several techniques, we adopted to set the

target cavity slightly redshifted (pointing to 5 to 10 nm to the red) with respect to

the spectral position of the QD. We have selected a cavity with nominal values:
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Figure 8.5: Spectra corresponding to the target QD before and after
the fabrication of the photonic crystal microcavity in specific spectral
and spatial positions. a) Photoluminescence (PL) spectrum of the QD be-
fore the fabrication of the L7–photonic crystal microcavity; the inset shows an
atomic force microscopy (AFM) image the target QD within the center of the
Ti–mask. b) PL spectrum of the system after the fabrication of the L7–PCM.
Two resonances corresponding to the first and second modes of the L7–PCM are
surrounding the QD multi–peak structure; the inset shows an AFM image of the
target QD within the cavity defect. The target mound is slightly deviated up-
wards with respect to the center of the defect. A small particle is observed on
the lower left corner of the image.
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a = 280 nm, r = 56 nm, dose = 53 µC/cm2. Those parameters provided in

the test–sample a fundamental mode with a Q = 9200 and λ = 1012 nm. The

spectral position of the resulting cavity fundamental mode (Figure 8.5b) is ' 2

nm towards the blue (1009.8 nm) with respect that in the test–sample, which

reslts in ' 6 nm redshifted with respect to the target QD. The second mode of

the cavity is also shown at 1002.4 nm which is slightly blueshifted with respect

to the QD. It is worth noting that the found Q–factor for the fundamental mode

is smaller (Q ' 4500) than that obtained in the test–sample. An explanation

could be found in the dust or debris found in the area where we fabricated the

Ti–mask (see AFM picture in Figure 8.5–inset). The Ti removal through a HF

dilution might have not completely cleaned the surface. We will take advantage

of the posterior wet etching necessary to make the mode and the QD overlap

which hopefully will clean the surface near the defect and thus increase the Q.

We have evaluated the wet etching by the technique of KOH slow etching, but

other techniques can be found elsewhere.

Regarding the spatial matching the AFM image shows the target mound fea-

ture within the cavity defect. An analysis of the image suggests that the QD

might be less than 100 nm off the position where the electric field is maximum.

We have only showed the results for one out of 25–devices. It is worth noting that

the other 24 systems exhibited troubles during the fabrication procedure, thus

resulting in either low–Q, or large spectral deviation or even the absence of the

mode structure. Therefore, we have presented the results to date of unique device

(inset Figure 8.5b–inset) as a proof of concept. Further insights are necessary to

gain experience and achieve deterministic QD–PCM coupling in a systematic way,

as other authors do with other approximations.[128] Further optical characteri-

zation is neccessary in order to evaluate the coupling of the QD–PCM system.

8.3.8 Summary

We presented a fabrication procedure to achieve a photonic PCM–QD system to

exhibit deterministic coupling. The approach involves a growth technique for the

embedded QDs that results in the release of a mound feature on the surface. A

spatial selection of a specific mound in terms of spatial isolation is referred to

a metallic ruler with coordinates given by atomic force microscopy (AFM) and

translated into the electron beam lithography (EBL) reference system, through

the fabrication of a set of alignment marks. An L7–PCM was designed and
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tested reaching Q–values up to 16000 in the 980 nm window. The fabrication of

the optimum L7–PCM was released over the target QD. Further steps of optical

characterization and ultra–slow wet etching process are necessary to spectrally

match the cavity mode to the QD.

8.4 On–going work

As a result of our fabrication procedure we have demonstrated a method to

achieve spatial matching between the center of the L7–PCM (where the field

is maximum for the fundamental mode) and the QD location. The spectral po-

sition of the cavity–mode is '6 nm red–shifted with respect to the QD. The

next step is to fine–tune the optical mode towards the spectral position of the

QD.[182, 183, 167, 184, 185, 175, 14] To this aim, we will proceed with a wet chem-

ical etching based either on the KOH solution.[14] Since we developed a nm–scale

wet etching on the shift of the cavity mode by means of a KOH solution, we will

perform several steps consisting on wet etching and optical characterization to

accurately tune the mode and, therefore, match the emission of the QD.
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9.1 Context & motivation

The use of photonic crystals in any device working with the light–matter in-

teraction may enhance its performance. In this Chapter a photonic crystal was

fabricated on top of a solar cell to enhance the transmission of light from air to the

semiconductor and to promote light–matter interaction through multi–reflection.

For that purpose, a photonic crystal structure was fabricated by ion–etching on

the InGaP window of a Ge p–n junction. The work, although partially related

with the main topic of this Thesis, opens new ways to the use of photonic crystals

in solar cells.

9.2 Contribution

My contributions to this work are:

• Design of the photonic crystal structure for e–beam lithography over a broad

area (∼ 1 mm2),

• Fabrication of the photonic crystal structure

9.3 Publication

9.3.1 Abstract

A single–junction germanium solar cell with a photonic crystal nanostructured

surface has been developed. The solar cell comprises a Ge p–n junction and an

InGaP window layer. The InGaP window layer has been nano–patterned with

an extended photonic crystal structure consisting on a triangular lattice of holes

with submicronic sizes. Enhancements of the external quantum efficiency of 22%

for a wide range of wavelengths and up to a 46% for specific wavelengths have

been measured, which implies an increase in photocurrent between 11% and 22%.

A clear correlation with the area of photonic crystal patterned has been observed.

9.3.2 Introduction

During the last years, much attention has been paid to photonic crystals (PCs)

[2, 186] for different applications. PCs and photonic bandgap materials have been
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also proposed and used for solar cells.[187, 188, 189, 190] Moreover, there has

been an important amount of work on light extraction out of light-emitting diode

devices by 2D PCs.[191, 192, 193] In a similar way, transmission of the incident

light inside a device can be enhanced by a 2D-PC layer and there are a number

of theoretical [194, 195, 196] and experimental [197, 198] works related to this.

Nevertheless, little work has been done in the actual manufacture and character-

ization of a complete solar cell with a 2D PC on its front surface, conceived

as a periodic distribution of the dielectric constant in the plane (the surface of

the solar cell) and involving subwavelength motifs. In this case, the PC effect is

slightly different from that in slabs or suspended membranes [199] and lacks of the

confinement in the vertical direction provided by total internal reflection. Despite

the partial vertical confinement, all the above mentioned reasons can justify to

try to use a PC front surface with subwavelength motifs. Consequently, the aim

of this work is to prove the validity of a 2D PC as an additional strategy to

improve solar cells performance. With this aim, we have manufactured a single

p–n junction solar cell based on Ge with a PC nanopatterned InGaP window

layer. In order to quantify the improvement introduced by the PC, the external

quantum efficiency (EQE) and the I-V curves under illumination of the solar cells

manufactured in the same batch with and with- out the PC have been measured.

We have found an increase in EQE around 22% in average for the solar cells with

the PC structure, which in terms of photocurrent implies an increase between 16%

and 25% for direct terrestrial spectrum (AM1.5D).

9.3.3 The device

A layout of the device is shown in Fig. 9.1. The solar cell is composed by a single

p-n junction formed by the diffusion of phosphorus to the p-type Ge substrate

during the metal–organic vapor phase epitaxy growth of a GaInP window layer.

Ge wafers, 150 µm thick, (100) 6◦ off toward (111) have been used as substrates.

The thickness of the InGaP window layer is 1000 nm and it is n-type doped with Si

with a concentration ND = 1×1018 cm3. A GaAs cap layer has been grown to ease

the front Ohmic contact. The back contact is carried out with Au. Front Ohmic

contacts by deposition of the AuGe–Ni–Au system outside of a circular pattern

made by photolithographic techniques were performed. No antireflection coating

has been deposited. The whole diameter of the uncovered front surface ranges

from 1.4 to 1.6 mm on different devices with zero shadowing factor (no fingers
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Figure 9.1: Schematics of the solar cell patterned with the photonic
crystal. Layout of the cross section of the solar cell patterned with the photonic
crystal (PC) layer formed by a triangular lattice of holes with radius r = 200 nm,
lattice constant a = 600 nm, and depth d = 300 nm.

have been defined). The major advantage of a PC window layer is, in principle,

to introduce diffraction, where the photon momentum (k) can be scattered away

from the specular direction with (k = ki + G), where G is a reciprocal lattice

vector and krmi is the incident wave vector. The dielectric contrast of the air to

InGaP (∼ 3) is large enough for sufficient diffraction of light by the PC. Maximum

diffraction is expected when the Fourier components of the dielectric function of

the 2D PC is a maximum. Moreover, it has been shown16 that discrete spots

of diffraction pattern in a weakly modulated PC, including those of conventional

diffraction gratings, become continuous when the dielectric modulation becomes

finite. Furthermore, in a finite–modulated PC, the diffraction can take place even

in the region prohibited by Braggs law producing available states for the incident

light, which are evanescent in the case of a diffraction grating.

9.3.4 Design

Using a triangular lattice of holes of radius r and lattice parameter a, a value

of r/a ∼ 0.3 maximizes the strength of the first Fourier component (2π/a).[195]

We take this value to fabricate a subwavelength periodic pattern (a PC in the

horizontal plane) and to measure its actual performance. Nevertheless this design
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may need of careful optimization for future devices. The depth of the holes for

the top transmission PC grating (d) needs to be further optimized but a good

starting value is for d/a around 0.5. Since this value depends on the wavelength,

we have chosen an optimized thickness in average for the spectral region near

the band edge (800–1600 nm). This is because the main applications of Ge

solar cells are as forming part of GaInP/GaInAs/Ge triple–junction cells and for

thermophotovoltaic applications. In both cases, the best performance of the Ge

cell is pretended in the infrared. As a rule of thumb the lattice spacing should

be near the wavelength of diffracted light inside the InGaP. However values of

a can still offer improvement and may be more convenient for fabrication. For

diffraction to the PC, it is necessary for a to be larger than the wavelength of light

in the absorber layer (a > λ/n) where n is the index of refraction. We have used

an averaged n = 3.3 for the InGaP in the spectral region considered (600–1800

nm). Since the maximum is around 1850 nm, the above condition is well satisfied

for a = 600 nm. It is necessary to have several diffraction resonances within the

wavelength window below the band edge, where the absorption length of photons

is longer than the absorber layer thickness. Under all of these assumptions,

the optimized solar cell with the PC can reduce considerably its reflection than

without the PC.[195, 196]

9.3.5 Fabrication

We have manufactured the PC nanopattern on the front exposed surface of the

device. For this purpose we have employed electron-beam lithography over an

extended area of a square about 1×1 mm2. The PC pattern is made on a poly–

methyl–methacrylate (PMMA) layer deposited by spin–coating. The PC pattern

is made by circular holes of radius r = 200 nm and a separation (lattice param-

eter) of a = 600 nm. The holes are distributed following a triangular–symmetry

lattice and inside squares of 200×200 µm2 separated 20 µm each. This is done

to eliminate any photonic induced effect by misalignment during stitching of the

writing fields. Also, the PC pattern is placed well inside the circular exposed

surface, avoiding border effects or possible damage to the electrical contacts. In

this way around a 60% of the total surface of the solar cell is patterned. After

developing of the PMMA resist, the pattern is transferred to the InGaP layer by

Ar–based reactive ion beam etching. The deep of the etched holes is 200 nm.

Finally, the remains of the PMMA layer are eliminated by oxygen–plasma etch-
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Figure 9.2: Top view of the solar cell patterned with the photonic crystal.
Microscope picture of the solar cell device with the area patterned with a photonic
crystal (1 mm2).

ing. Figure 9.2 shows a microscope picture of the device with an inset showing a

scanning electron microscope (SEM) picture of the PC nanopatterned structure.

Solar cells with and without the PC pattern are fabricated together in order to

facilitate experimental comparison. Non–homogeneities due to change in material

or processing technology are inexistent on these structures.

9.3.6 Characterization

I-V curves under illumination and EQE measurements have been carried out in

a monochromator–based system with a light-beam chopper. The primary light

source is a 1000 W Xe lamp. The system has a monitor cell to assess the real–time

fluctuations of the lamp. Both the monitor cell and the test cell are connected

to two independent lock–in amplifiers, which permits the simultaneous measure-

ment of both the monitor cell and the reference/test cell. This setup allows the
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Figure 9.3: I–V characterization of the solar cell. I–V curves under illumi-
nation for the photonic crystal (PC)–patterned and non–patterned solar cells.

minimization of the measurement errors resulting from lamp fluctuations, very

significant in certain spectral ranges. The chuck for the test cell is temperature

controlled by a Peltier element. The spectral range goes from 300 to 2000 nm but

the relevant range for the cell is between 600 and 1800 nm. In order to calibrate

the system status at the beginning of every measurements session, a GaSb solar

cell is used as reference. The spot light impinging the cells was in all cases of

1.2 mm of diameter. Figure 9.3 shows the I–V curves under illumination of two

solar cells, one with PC pattern and one without it, otherwise identical. Despite

the intrinsic performance of the used solar cells as not optimum (filling factors

around 52%) due to their experimental nature (these cells were obtained with

heteroepitaxial techniques), there is an improvement of the efficiency of about

11% for the cell with PC pattern. In this prototype, only a 40% of the surface

was patterned with the PC. By linear extrapolation, an enhancement of 25%–

26% can be obtained for a solar cell with the entire surface patterned by a PC.

The measured increment in the photocurrent is 8%, which gives an enhancement

in the photocurrent of 22% for a fully covered surface. The open–circuit volt-

age (V OC) was not degraded. Also, the dark I–V curves of both devices, with

and without PC were observed to be exactly the same, which implied that none
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Figure 9.4: External quantum efficiency of the solar cell Relative EQE
for two photonic crystal (PC)–patterned solar cells with two different areas pat-
terned, 1 mm2 (black line) and 0.5 mm2 (dotted line) and for a non–patterned
solar cell of the same size (dashed line).

degradation has been introduced to the device due to the PC pattern fabrica-

tion. Figure 9.4 shows the relative EQE for two PC–patterned solar cells with

two different areas patterned, 1 mm2 and 0.5 mm2. The experimental EQE–

data have been normalized to the highest EQE–value. Figure 9.3 shows also

the EQE for a non–patterned solar cell of the same size. The EQE in both the

PC–patterned solar cells are always higher than in the non–patterned cell. For

the cell with PC-pattern covering 1 mm2 the enhancement of current using the

spectrum AM1.5D is 25%, whereas for the cell with half of the area patterned

the increase is 16%. Figure 9.5 shows the reflectivity measured in the solar cell

with the 1 mm2 patterned PC and in the bare solar cell. The size of the spot is

around 250 µm in diameter. The reflectivity measured at 45◦ incidence is smaller

for the PC solar cell for most of the wavelengths. Measurements performed at

normal incidence give very similar values and are not included. All of this shows

the validity of our approach to enhance the performance of solar cells, which

could be also applied to other photon–sensing devices such as photodetectors and

thermophotovoltaic devices. Further work is needed to understand in deep all the

possible photonic effects involved, such as subwavelength diffraction, variation of
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Figure 9.5: Reflectivity of the solar cell. Reflectivity of the photonic crystal–
patterned solar cell and the non–patterned reference cell.

the index of refraction due to the photonic bands, change of the lifetime of the

photons by the PC layer, or role of the submicronic roughness produced during

the etching. Moreover, especial efforts should be made in order to find optimized

PC patterns for the above mentioned devices.

9.3.7 Conclusions

In summary, we have manufactured a single–junction Ge/InGaP solar cell with

a PC nanostructured surface. An increase in the photocurrent up to 8% has

been achieved on a solar cell with 40% of its surface covered with a PC pattern.

Enhancements of the EQE of 22% for a wide range of wavelengths and up to

46% for specific wavelengths have been measured. A correlation with the area

of PC patterned has been observed. Further work is needed for the optimization

of the PC pattern and to asses the advantages of using a PC–pattern versus

antireflection coatings, which can be compatible with the PC structure, and to

establish its performance with the angle of incidence.
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Chapter
10

Conclusions

The main results of this Thesis are:

1. We have developed a fabrication procedure for the release of high–Q pho-

tonic crystal microcavities (PCMs) on GaAs–based material. A thin layer

(85 nm) of SiOx is deposited by plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposi-

tion (PECVD) and serves as a hard mask for etching. After the coating of

360 nm of ZEP–520A resist, electron beam lithography (EBL) and develop-

ing procedures define the holes on the resist. Two dry etching procedures,

i. e., reactive ion beam etching (RIBE) and inductively coupled plasma

etching–reactive ion etching (ICP–RIE) are performed to define the pat-

tern on the active slab. Optimum conditions for the partial N2 flux content

in a BCl3:N2 gax mixture for the ICP–RIE process have been found to

yield vertical and smooth sidewalls. The suspended membrane is released

by removing the Al0.70Ga0.30As sacrificial layer with diluted HF. A careful

control of both the duration of the wet etching and the concentration of the

hydrofluoric dilution is needed to prevent the formation of the flake struc-

tures. Q–factors up to 30000 are obtained in samples containing InAsSb

quantum dots (QDs) emitting at room temperature (RT) in the 1.3 µm

telecom window.

2. Continuous wave and near thresholdless laser operation (power threshold

Pth = 840 nW and spontaneous emission coupling factor β = 0.85) in

the 1.3 µm telecom window at room temperature was demonstrated for

a system combining a single layer of InAsSb QDs with a photonic crys-

tal microcavity. We showed that thermally activated processes, such as

147
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non–radiative recombination, are not an insurmountable obstacle to the re-

alization of laser sources with characteristics similar to those observed in

near thresholdless lasers at temperatures few degrees above absolute zero.

Such highly–efficient systems are very promising candidates for applica-

tions in optical integrated circuits, potentially enabling low consumption

electrically–injected devices based on PCMs at RT.

3. We have developed a methodology to simulate a PCM embedding a QW

within the local linear response theory by finite difference time domain

(FDTD). Depending on the damping rates of the cavity mode and exci-

ton resonances, the power spectrum greatly depends on the time window

employed in the frequency transform of the signal. Moreover, the time

windowing of the electric field time evolution also distorts the spectrum

obtained through the harmonic inversion (HI) method. Fitting the results

to the analytical expression of the Fourier transform of two harmonic os-

cillators, we have successfully identified that the dependence of the spectra

structure on the initial time has its origin on a phase difference between

the oscillators. After establishing the methodology for the frequency anal-

ysis, we have successfully characterized the PCM–QW system in the strong

coupling regime (SCR). Finally, we have seen that even though the far field

of the fundamental mode of an L7–PCM is linearly polarized, the coupling

takes place for any orientation of the material excitonic polarization.

4. We have presented three fabrication strategies towards the achievement of

coupled site controlled quantum dot (SCQD)–PCM mode systems. Two of

them are based on PC structure fabrication on GaAs and MBE growth of

SCQDs and pre–patterned structures.

4.1. In the first approach (referred to as re–grown cavity) we have demonstrated

selective InAs nucleation on pre–patterned PC structures. The epitaxial re–

growth process on the pre–patterned PCMs leads to a strong evolution of

the hole shape that may degrade the performance. The photonic properties

of the re–grown cavities have been studied in comparison to that of standard

cavities. The circular shape of the holes in standard L7–PCMs evolves to a

hexagonal shape in the re-grown L7–PCMs. Optical characterization per-

formed in standard and re-grown L7–PCM shows that the mode photonic

structure is preserved after the re–growth step including its linear polar-
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ization. A blueshift for the fundamental mode in the re-grown structures

with respect to the standard PCM has been measured and attributed to a

larger effective FF . The fundamental mode of re-grown L7–PCMs presents

high Q–values (up to 6000) and in average maintains a 36% of its Q for

L7⊥ PCMs and a 15% for L7‖ PCMs with respect to those in standard L7–

PCMs. FDTD simulations predict that Q–values can be similar to standard

cavities for a broad range of r/a values and show a better performance for

re–grown PCMs with ΓK perpendicular to [110] in agreement with experi-

ments. Overall, our result supports the use of epitaxial re–growth methods

to obtain PCMs coupled to site controlled QDs.

4.2. The second approach we have addressed is the so–called ”Etched ruler”.

The use of a set of reference system consisting of a pre–patterned ruler and

alignment marks provides a method that may allow a systematic fabrication

of systems to investigate the coupling of a single or several QDs to a PCM

mode. We have noticed a large amount of InAs QDs nucleated next to the

ruler axes. The density decreases rapidly 2 µm beyond the edges. Far from

this region, in the area enclosed by the ruler, still a small density of QDs

(around 0.1 µm2) was detected.

4.3. As a third strategy to achieve a PCM–QD system to exhibit deterministic

coupling, we presented the ”golden ruler”. The approach involves a growth

technique of self–asembled QDs that results in the release of a mound feature

on the surface. A spatial selection of a specific mound in terms of spatial

isolation is referred to a metallic ruler whith coordinates given by AFM.

The coordinates are translated into the EBL reference system, through

the fabrication of a set of alignment marks. An L7–PCM was designed

and tested reaching Q–values up to 16000 in the 980 nm window. The

fabrication of the optimum L7–PCM was released over the target QD.

5. As an application of the potential of the photonic crystals, we have manu-

factured a single–junction Ge/InGaP solar cell with a PC nanostructured

surface. An increase in the photocurrent up to 8% has been achieved on

a solar cell with 40% of its surface covered with a PC–pattern. Enhance-

ments of the external quantum efficiency (EQE) of 22% for a wide range

of wavelengths and up to 46% for specific wavelengths have been measured.

A correlation with the area of PC–patterned has been observed. Further
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work is needed for the optimization of the PC–pattern and to asses the

advantages of using a PC–pattern versus antireflection coatings, which can

be compatible with the PC structure, and to establish its performance with

the angle of incidence.
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Conclusiones

Los principales resultados de esta Tesis son:

1. Hemos desarrollado un proceso de fabricación para la obtención de cavi-

dades de cristal fotónico de alto factor de calidad en materiales basados

en GaAs. Una lámina delgada (85 nm) de SiOx es depositada mediante

PECVD y sirve como máscara dura para ataque por plasma. Tras depositar

una capa de resina ZEP–520A de 360 nm, practicamos litograf́ıa por haz de

electrones y revelado para definir los agujeros en la resina. Dos procesos de

ataque seco, esto es, RIBE y RIE–ICP son realizados para definir el patrón

en la lámina activa. Las condiciones óptimas para el contenido parcial de

N2 en una mezcla de gases de BCl3:N2 para el proceso RIE–ICP han sido

encontradas para obtener paredes verticales y poco rugosas. La membrana

suspendida se realiza eliminando la capa sacrificial de Al0.70Ga0.30As con

ataque húmedo de ácido fluorh́ıdrico. Un cuidadoso control en la duración

del ataque y la concentración de la disolución es necesario para prevenir la

formación de residuos Factores de calidad de hasta 30000 han sido obtenidos

en muestras que contienen puntos cuánticos de InAsSb emitiendo a tem-

peratura ambiente en la ventana de telecomunicaciones de 1.3 µm.

2. Un laser quasi sin umbral operando bajo excitación continua (umbral de

Pth = 840 nW y factor de acoplamiento de emisión espontánea β = 0.85)

en la ventana de telecomunicaciones de 1.3 µm a temperatura ambiente ha

sido demostrada en sistemas combinando una capa de puntos cuánticos de

InAsSb embebidos en una cavidad de cristal fotónico. Hemos demostrado

que los procesos de activación térmica, como recombinación no radiativa,
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no son un obstáculo insalvable para la realización de fuentes laser con car-

acteŕısticas similares a las observadas en régimen de quasi sin umbral a

temperaturas pocos grados por encima del cero absoluto. Estas fuentes al-

tamente eficientes son candidatos muy prometedoras para aplicaciones en

integración de circuitos ópticos, potencialmente habilitando la obtención de

dispositivos de inyección eléctrica de bajo consumo en cavidades de cristal

fotónico a temperatura ambiente.

3. Hemos desarrollado una metodoloǵıa para simular una cavidad de cristal

fotónico embebiendo un pozo cuántico con teoŕıa de respuesta local lin-

eal mediante la técnica de elementos finitos en el dominio temporal (del

inglés, FDTD). Dependiendo de las pérdidas de la cavidad y las resonan-

cias excitónicas, el espectro de potencia depende enormemente de la ventana

temporal empleada en la transformación frecuencial de la seal. Más aún,

la ventana temporal de la evolución temporal del campo eléctrico también

altera el espectro obtenido a través del método HI. Ajustando los resul-

tados a una expresión anaĺıtica de la transformación de Fourier de dos

osciladores armónicos, hemos identificado exitosamente que la dependencia

de la estructura de los espectros en el tiempo inicial tiene su origen en la

diferencia de fase entre osciladores. Tras establecer la metodoloǵıa para el

análisis frecuencial, hemos caracterizado exitosamente el sistema cavidad–

pozo cuántico en el régimen de acoplamiento fuerte (del inglés, SCR). Final-

mente, hemos visto que a pesar de que en campo lejano el modo fundamental

de la cavidad está linealmente polarizado, el acoplamiento tiene lugar para

cualquier orientación de la polarización excitónica del material.

4. Hemos presentado tres estrategias de fabricación hacia la consecución de

un sistema de acoplamiento de punto cuántico con control en posición y un

modo de cavidad de cristal fotónico. Dos de ellas están basadas en la fabri-

cación de estructuras de cristal fotónico en GaAs y recrecimiento mediante

MBE del punto cuántico posicionado y en estructuras pre–fabricadas.

4.1. En la primera aproximación (referida como cavidad re–crecida) hemos de-

mostrado nucleación selectiva de InAs sobre estructuras de cristal fotónico

pre–fabricadas. El proceso de re–crecimiento epitaxial en cavidades pre–

fabricadas conlleva una fuerte evolución de la forma del agujero que puede

degradar sus especificaciones. Las propiedades fotónicas de las cavidades
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re–crecidas han sido estudiadas en comparación con cavidades estándar. La

forma circular de los agujeros en cavidades estándar y cavidades re–crecidas

muestra que la estructura de modos se preserva después del paso de re–

growth, incluyendo su polarización lineal. Una desviación hacia el azul del

modo fundamental en estructuras re–crecidas con respecto a las cavidades

estándar ha sido medida y atribuida al mayor factor efectivo de llenado en

estas estructuras. El modo fundamental de las cavidades L7 re–crecidas

presenta alto factor de calidad (hasta 6000) y en promedio mantiene un

36% del correspondiente para L7⊥ y un 15% para L7‖ con respecto a las

estándar. Simulaciones FDTD predicen que los valores del factor de cali-

dad pueden ser similares a las cavidades estándar para un rango amplio de

valores de r/a y muestran unas mejores especificaciones para las cavidades

re–crecidas con ΓK perpendicular a [110] de acuerdo con los experimentos.

Nuestros resultados apoyan el uso de métodos de re–crecimiento epitaxial

para obtener cavidades de cristal fotónico acopladas a puntos cuánticos con

control en posición.

4.2. La segunda aproximación que hemos desarrollado ha sido llamada ”Regla

atacada”. El uso de un conjunto de sistemas de referencia consistentes en

reglas pre–fabricadas y de marcas de alineamiento proporciona un método

que puede permitir una fabricación sistemática de sistemas para investigar

el acoplamiento de un único o varios puntos cuánticos a un modo de cavidad.

Hemos advertido una gran cantidad de puntos cuánticos de InAs nucleados

próximos a los ejes de la regla. La densidad disminuye rápidamente a 2 µm

de los bordes. Conforme nos alejamos de los bordes, en el área encerrada

por la regla, una densidad muy baja de puntos cuánticos (aproximadamente

0.1 µm2) ha sido detectada.

4.3. Como tercera estrategia para la consecución de un sistema cavidad-punto

exhibiendo acoplamiento determinista, hemos presentado la ”regla de oro”.

La aproximación involucra una técnica de crecimiento de puntos cuánticos

autoensamblados que resulta en la manifestación de un mont́ıculo en la su-

perficie. Una selección espacial del mont́ıculo en términos de aislamiento

espacial es referido a una regla metálica con coordenadas dadas por AFM.

Las coordenadas son correspondidas al sistema de litograf́ıa por haz de elec-

trones, a través de la fabricación de un conjunto de marcas de alineamiento.
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Una cavidad L7 ha sido diseada y comprobada consiguiendo valores del

factor de calidad de hasta 16000 en la ventana espectral de 980 nm. La

fabricación de la cavidad óptima ha sido realizada sobre el QD previamente

seleccionado y estudiado.

5. Como aplicación del potencial de los cristales fotónicos, hemos fabricado una

célula solar de unión simple Ge/InGaP con una nanoestructura de cristal

fotónico en la superficie. Un aumento en la fotocorriente de hasta un 8% ha

sido conseguido en células solares con un 40% de su superficie con un patrón

de cristal fotónico. Aumentos de la eficiencia cuántica externa del 22%

para un rango de longitudes de onda y de hasta un 46% para longitudes de

onda espećıficas han sido medidas. Una correlación con el área con patrón

de cristal fotónico ha sido observado. Es necesaria una optimización del

cristal fotónico para establecer las ventajas del uso de un cristal fotónico con

respecto a los recubrimientos anti–reflectantes, que pueden ser compatibles

con la estructura de cristal fotónico; aśımismo, también es necesario mejorar

las especificaciones con el ángulo de incidencia.
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